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Supreme Court upholds lower
court; women's rights case next
The Supreme Court Monday refused to
overturn the University's dismissal of
Dr. Phyllis Hetrick, a nontentured
teacher. Dr. Hetrick, who taught English
composition and drama here in 1969-70,
was dismissed because of her nontraditional teaching methods and
philsophy.
With Justice William O. Douglas
dissenting, the Supreme Court let stand a
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals decision
rejecting Dr. Hetrick's
claim that
Easternofficials violated her right to free
speech by firing her. Dr. Hetrick said ^e
was fired because she strayed from
traditional teaching methods in her
classes.
Lawyers defending Eastern said Dr.
Hetrick's claim was, "an absurd
propostion," and added, " In essence, she
espouses a purported rule of law that
would reduce school systems to mere

paymasters utterly devoid of authority
to exercise any judgements with regard
to the comptence of nontenured faculty
members."
Dr. Hetrick's contract was not
reneewed at the end of the 1969-70 school
year, after a student's parent complained
about her discussions of the Vietnam War
and the draft in her freshman English
classes. There were other complaints
abut her statement to classes that, "I am
an unwed mother."
However, Dr. Hetrick did not explain i in class that she was a divorced
mother and her lawyers said she made
the statement to demonstrate the ironic
qualities of the language.
The U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in
Cicinnati concluded that Dr. Hetrick was
fired nof'because of any statement she
may have made" but because the
University found her teaching methods
unacceptable.
Eastern officials testified that most of

Open visitation hearings
continue as five speak
The Council on Student Affairs' subcommittee on open visitation held its
third and final open hearing Tuesday
afternnon in the Kennamer Room of the
Powell Building. About 17 persons attended and the sub-committee heard
from five students representing themselves or campus groups.
Brando* Nuttal, a resident of
Keene Hall, argued In favor of the
visitation hours, citing his experience
with open visitation at Emory University
in Atlanta. He said that all of the men's
dorms and two of the women's dorms
there had 24-hour open visitation.
The regulations governing the policy,
according to Nuttal, were that a "student
advisor"was present on each floor to
enforce the "problem of quiet hours, "and
that "you had to be decently clothed in
the halls."
Nuttall added that there were no
regulations about leaving doors open
when a member of the opposite sex was
in a room and no sign-in or check-out for
visitors. "Anybody that wanted to could
walk in."
To his memory, three persons"abused
(he priviledge'during the year that
Nuttal attended Emory. He called the
small number of abuses '"a pretty good
record," providing that such a policy can
work.
The second student speaker was Sue
Otto, president of the Panhellenic
Council.
Speaking for the campus
sororities, Miss Otto argued for open
visitation hours during two weekends a
month. She proposed the hours of 8 p.m.
to 2 a.m. on Fridays and Saturdays and S
p.m. to midnight on Sunday on the
visitation weekends.
Miss Otto suggested that a counsellor
could supervise the visitation by walking
through the halls during visitation hours
while another person sits at the lobby
desk in the dorm checking v isitors in and
out. Visitors, Miss Otto added, might be
required to leave some form of identification at the desk before being
allowed to go to a room.

of campus living." She said that the
present policy affords the students no
privacy. Her proposal was for visitation
hours of 6 p.m. to midnight on Fridays
and Saturdays and 2 p.m. to 7 p.m. on
Sundays. Such hours, she added, would
provide students with a relaxed atmosphere." She said the requirement
for open visitation hours should hinge on
parental permission.
Miss Copony suggested that the only
supervision of the visitation should be
checks by the resident advisors after the
hours to make sure that all visitors have
left. "Students should be on the honor
system" with regards to reporting
abuses of the privilege, she said. She,
too, believed that $18 is too much to pay
for the privilege.
When questioned by Dr. Thomas
Myers, vice-president for Student Affairs
and president of the sub-committee, Miss
Copony said that abuses like "sexual
encounters, drugs and serious crimes
like rape" should be handled by the
courts, while stealing.vandalism and too
much noise should be handled by the
University judicial board, should such
abuses occur.
She said she believes first semester
freshmen should be excluded from the
privilege, since they should "make the
grade first." A 2.0 grade average would
also be required, she added.
The final speaker was Bob Burdge, of
(Continued on Page Six)

the students here are "generally unsophisticated and spring from somewhat
restrictive backgrounds." They maintained that Dr. Hetrick's emphasis on
student responsibility and freedom to
organize their work was not well-suited to
her students.
The appelate court concluded that
academic freedom" does not encompass
the right of a non-tenured teacer to have
her teaching style insulated from review
by her superior..."
In urging the Supreme Court to review
the case, Dr. Hetrick's lawyers said the
Court has never determined "Whether on
the university level, the academic
freedom of a teacher includes the
freedom to espouse a teaching
philosophy or to employ teaching
methods that differ from those approved
by the governing university officials."
"If the constitutional guarantee of
academic freedom means anything, it
must protect the right to teach students
to think, and it is that right which is involved in this case," they said.
When contacted by the Progress
earlier in the week, President Robert R.
Martin had no comment.
The United States Supreme Court has
consented to hear the plea of Ruth
Robinson against the Board of Regents of
Eastern. The case concerns Eastern's
policy on women's hours, which Ms.
Robinson charges are violating her
rights.
First filed May 5, 1972, in the United
States District Court, the case Robinson
versus Eastern has a rather lengthy
history. After being re-appealled to the
United States Court of Appeals in Cincinnati, the ruling was again in favor of
Eastern.
The case was re-appealled again, tried
again and Robert Sedler, attorney for
Ms. Robinson, filed to the Supreme
Court, which has consented recently to
hear the case.
The charges allege that Eastern's
policy on restricting women and not men
is a direct violation of the Fourteenth
Amendment of the Constitution,
specifically the due process and equal
protection clauses of the amendment.
Suing on behalf of herself and women
students living an Eastern's campus, Ms.
Robinson desires equal treatment with
male students. "I came here and I was
being discriminated against."
"That women should have hours and
guys not...it was the right." Ms.
Robinson explained. However, she has
not had any other specific problems with
the University since then. "No problems,
none at all."
No date has been scheduled for the
hearing in Washington. Ms. Robinson, a
junior in the four-year nursing program
at Eastern would like to see results
before her graduation, but added, "I
really don't * how long it will take."

That time of year again
The Christmas ornament pictured above is only one of the
many going up around campus this week. The ornaments are plentiful, but the lights are few as students

The University's Energy Crisis
Committee has made several recommendations for fuel conservation on
campus to President Robert R. Martin.
Included in the recommendations is
organized competition among student
groups during the second semester.
Dr. Thomas Myers, Vice-president for
Student Affairs, and Steve Slade,

president of the Student Association, are
co-chairmen of the ten member committee (hat has made the recommendations together with an emphasis
on educating the public to the need for
conserving energy.
Among the recommendations from the
committee are:
Cut back heating pressure in i ...apus
buildings to 75 pounds.
Cut back outside temperature controls of
each building to 68 degrees.
Turn thermostats in each room back to 68
degrees.
Cut out electricity in all Universtiy signs
at entrances, on the Keen Johnson
Building, at the front of Alumni Coliseum
and all other spots where there is a
minimum need.
Have minimum hall lights on in each
residence hall,including lobbies.
Use of University vehicles came under
the committee's scrutiny as three
recommendations were made in this
area:
Adjust maximum speed to SO MPH.
Limit use of University vehicles to only
when necessary.
Re-emphasize limit of minimum of five
person per vehicle.
Despite the energy crisis, all residence
halls will open for the second semester at
12 noon. Sunday. Januarys as stated In
the catalog. Students with special
housing problems caused by the Sunday
traveling restrictions should make
special arrangements with the
Office
of Student Affairs.
Also, students are reminded to turn off
all lights and appliances over the
holidays in order to conserve electricity.
All clocks, radios, and similar electrical
devices should be unplugged.

The next two speakers. Lynn Maley. of
Clay Hall, and Allison Co pony, of Burnam. gave their personal opinions on the
matter of visitation hours. Miss Maley
said that she would like to friends and
relatives to be able to see her room, but
the present policy restricts their visitss.
She suggested weekends visitation
hours of 8 p.m. to midnight on Fridays. 2
p.m. to S p.m. and 8 p.m. to midnight on
Saturdays, and Sunday hours of 4 p.m. to
8 p.m. She favored using resident advisors and desk^personV'a little more .
extensively" in supervising the
'uisiJaJipo »s weir reoutrine that visitors
sign in antcnec* out when visiting. Miss
Mal'ev objected, to paying,»l8 (the fee for.

Citing the maturity of college age
student. Miss Copony called visitation
hours a necessary and reasonable aspect

comply with President Nixon's request to save energy. Trees
with Christmas presents under them have also appeared in
the lobbies of dorms around Eastern.

Energy Crisis Committee recommends
competition between student groups

"It is my own belief," she said, "that
sorority girls would be willing to pay a
fee if needed for extra help that such a
policy might entail. Her
proposal
applied to men's dorms as well as
women's, each of which would vote on the
matter of "strictly week-end visitation."

of Kentucky) for the visitation privilege
because the figure- is too high in her
estimation

Jim"Shepnera Photo

Calm chaos.
The hectic rush of pre-registration. pictured above, seems quiet
and relaxed compared to the circus atmosphere of normal
registration Students with good standings at mid-term were

Jim Shepherd Photo

allowed to beat the beginning semester chaos by registering
early. The advantages of this include getting more of the desired
courses a student wants.

In-addition (o these, University employees afld students were encouraged to
turn «'• *!!£,££"-'— "* '
''
use and form*"car. -;?c»r «*«■"«<&»•
p^-atc,
' -i '_
"The main problem is educating the
public to the need for energy conservation," said Df. Myers, "and we
have made some efforts lo do this."
Beginning the second semester," the
Committee will sponsor competion
among all student groups to see which

can do the most in energy conservation.
Awards will be made to those groups in
three categories-women's residence
halls, men's residence halls, and
organizations- who give evidence of doing
the most to combat the energy crisis.
Three University officials, Dr. Myers,
along with Dr. William Martin, associate
professor of biology, and Dr. Jay Mahr,
professor of physiscs, presented a
discussion on energy alternatives on the
EKU Roundtable on WEKU-FM last
week.
The committee also recommended that
students and faculty consider not using
lights on their Christmas trees this year
in order to conserve
electricity.
Members of the committee are, in
addition to Dr. Myers and Slade,
University Staff, Dr. Ken Clawson, Billy
Lockridge, Chad Middleton, Ron Wolfe,
and students, Paul Brokaw. Karen Lane,
Art Lefevers, and Steve Rowland.

Hanging of
the Greens
scheduled

Two major events of the Christmas
season at Eastern will take place this
Sunday, Dec. 9. They are the annual
Hanging of the Greens and the performance of the Messiah by the
Oratorio Chorus.
The 44th annual Hanging of the Greens
will be at 4 p.m. in Walnut Hall on the
first floor of the Keene Johnson Building.
The program will include music and
scripture reading by Eastern students
and a candlelight parade. The_ greens
will then be hung throughout Walnut •
Hall.
.
s/*.» ..IJP "
' "' ZZ: the Eastern
^^Dr.'Ui
atono 'cnoras, airdfted h* *v
HBavi
vid A- Wehr, and the sympnohy '
Orchestra, directed by Earl Thomas, will
present the 42 nd performance of Handel's Messiah in Hiram Brock
Auditorium.
The public is invited to attend both of
these events.
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Students * 'generally unsophisticated"

Administration owes students an apology
Usually the last editorials of
the semester are supposed to be
of the "Wish you a Merry
Christmas" type, but this time,
I'm going to break that tradition,
because there's something that
needs to be commented upon
that can't wait until next
semester.
Earlier this week, the
Supreme Court
ruled that
Eastern was within its rights
when it failed to renew the
contract of a non- tenured
teacher. While that case was in
the court, Eastern officials
testified that the majority of the
students on its campus were
"generally unsophisticated,"
and came from "restrictive
backgrounds."
Now, that's really saying
something. First, the University
goes to your high schoolrecruits
you with tales of how great the
campus, curriculum, faculty and
students are. After they get you
here, they take every penny you
have for the next year for tuition,
room and books. Then, on top of
all that, they call you "generally
unsophisticated," and say that
you come from a "restrictive
background."
It seems that University officials, whoever they were, have
undone all the work that has
gone into trying to break the
hillbilly image that the name
Eastern Kentucky University
connotates. After all of these
years of trying to build up the
enrollment of Eastern, how can
yqu expect to bring in new
students when they know how the
administration regards students.
While we're on the subject, we
don't know the facts behind the
non-renewal of Phyllis He trick's
contract, so we won't say
anything more than this. It
seems that if she was refused a
contract for her unorthodox
teaching methods, among other
things, then Eastern had better
clean house on the rest of the
instructors who have unorthodox
teaching methods. And, believe
me, there are plenty of them.
Granted, for the most part,
Eastern's instructors are a
qualified group, but there are
some that need to be gotten rid
of, e.g. those instructors who
don't show up for classes, those
who are never prepared when
they do come and in general

those who have no interest in
teaching students except for the
salary they receive.
These teachers are the ones
with unorthodox teaching
methods.
I pay money to attend classes
on this campus. I could easily
take my money and go
somewhere else, and the thought
has entered my mind many
times since I have been called

"generally unsophisticated " and
have been told that I am from a
"restrictive background." I'm
sure there are a lot of other
students on campus who feel that
same way.
I just finished talking to my
parents on the phone and to say
the least, they are disturbed. My
mother would like to know if she
is a moron for letting me come
from a "restrictive background

and my father wants to know if
the tuition is going up again next
semester.
We feel that an apology is in
order for both the students of
Eastern and their parents or
guardians. The remarks made
by University officials in court
make those said officials look as
if they are "generally unsophisticated" and come from a
"restrictive background."

The readers' view
Protest remarks
Dear Editor,
Noting the AP story on the Dr. Phyllis
B.#Hetrick dismissal from Eastern, we
find it enlightening that university officials "testified during the trial that
most of their students are "generally
unsophisticated," and spring from
'somewhat restrictive backgounds."
"They maintained that Dr. Hetick's
emphasis on student responsibility and
freedon to organise their work was not
well-suited to her students."
Perhaps if we were taught byjmore
sophisticated and
unrestrictive
instructors
who
fe|,
us
responsible enough to organize our work,
our university officials would not see it
necessary to make ssuch offensive
remarks about the status and
capabilities of the students of Eastern
Kentucky University.
.The testimony of the university officials only succeeded in enlarging the
myth of stupid barefoot hillbillies in
Kentucky. And to top it off they did it in
the eyes of the nation. For an institution
as enrollment conscious as this one is, it
seems the university would have thought
twice about making such statements.
What
propsective
student
wants to attend an instituion where the
officials make generalized and
degrading statements about the students.
As unsophisticated, unorganized,
irresponsible students of EKU, we must
assume you are also giving those attributed to parents who raised us and
to the parents of all students here. They,
whom the university tries so hard to
please, will be glad to know what the
university really thinks of them.
Sincerely.
John Davidson
Joan Cottongim

Dear Editor,
As a student. I have not been at
Eastern long enough to remember the socalled Hetrick case of 1970. However. I
was appalled to read in Tuesday's
Courier-Journal that during the*trial,
"university officials testified that most of
(EKU's) students were "generally un-

sophisticated' and sprang from
'somewhat restrictive backgrounds'."
The Associated Press account went on
to say that the officials "maintained that
Dr. Hetrick's emphasis on student
responsibility and freedom to organize
their work was not well —suited to her
students." This implies that Eastern
students lack to intelligence
and
maturity to handle such complex ideas as
opposition to the Vietnam War and the
draft or such controversial statements as
'I am an unwed mother.'
I do not with to disagree with the ruling
of the Supreme Court. Eastern, as any
other university, has the lawful right of
firing those staff and faculty members
who do not comply with university policy.
The absurdity, rather, lies in the reason
for which Dr. Hetrick was apparently
fired. If teachers were fired every time
one of them offended a student, there
would be no teachers left.
Most ridiculous of all is the fact that
university officials used as an excuse for
their action a fabricated reason that was,
and is until an apology is made, a direct
assault on the integrity of every student
at Eastern.
Every student at this school who has
any pride in himself or in this institution i
should demand an apology from the
source of these insults, whomever it may
be.
Human
beings act
only
as
sophisticated and responsible as they are
treated, and as for the "springing from
restrictive backgrounds" clause, let the
university officials speak for themselves!
Ivan Tuggle
Box 248 Commonwealth

Interdorm says thanks
Dear Editor.
I would like to take this opportunity to
thank all those individuals and
organizations who contributed to the
Thanksgiving food drive which was cosponsored by the Mens and Womens
Inter-dorm Boards. The kindness and
generousity of those who gave made it
possible for us to help twelve needy
Madison County families have a better
Thanksgiving.
I would also like to thank the people
who assisted in collecting and
distributing the food, especially Kent

Royalty, chairman of the Mens Interdorm Community Service Committee,
who tooktime from a busy schedule to
direct the drive. May other people
helped, of course I cannot thank each one
individually here, but Ihope that through
reading this they will gain the
satisfaction of knowing that their efforts
were successful.
Sincerely,
Art Lefevers
President Men's Inter-dormitory Board
Box 187 Keene Hall

Fashion people hot
Dear Editor :
On Monday, December 3, Walters Hall
was the sponsor of a holiday fashion show
presented by Shillito's of Lexington, held
in the Keene Johnson Ballroom.
It should go without saying that there
was a considerable amount of planning,
contacting, and implementing such a
program. The program was widely
advertised by means of radio, FYI,
posters, personal contacts, and fliers.
It should also go without saying that a
considerable amount of money was
spent for renting the Ballroom,
decorating, and for guaranteeing
Shillito's an acceptable audience. Mary
Glass furnished the refreshments.
Approximately 20 people attended. The
entire program from the beginning was
carried out by 4 members of Walters
HaU.
True, admission to this program was
$1, but where else could one go to see
professional models from a well-known
establishment such as Shillito's?We hear
the cry of "Nothing to do!" day in and
day out.Just how much does this campus
expect for nothing?
An honest and cheap (for those attending) effort was made to give these
poor souls who have nothing to do but go
downtown, get drunk, and bother
everyone else SOMETHING TO DO. So
where were they?
It is no wonder, then, that activities
bomb out on this campus. Why bother to
try?
Denise Wheeler
President-Walters Hall
June Dun km an
Social chairman-Walters Hall

A letter to Santa

All we want for Christmas is peace.,.
Dear Santa
I'm writing this letter early so
I can be sure it gets to you before
your Christmas mail gets too
heavy.
Most of us have decided what
we want for Christmas and we're
starting to make up our lists for
you. These are just some of the
things we'd like to have, if you
can accommodate us.

Give-a-show projector, and
enough Bruce Lee films to last
him for the next two years.
Barb Eisenmenger, the girl I
borrowed this typewriter from,
would like to have her typewriter
back and 20 games for speech
therapy practicum.
Colette Trent, my roommate
for the year, wants a horse to
keep in our room, but I may have
a few things to say about that,
Phil Miller, one of our staff
writers, wants a certain
^s/flmeone to get off his back.

First, we'd like to have peace
for the world, if it can be
arranged, for there should be a
chance for every person in the
The Fine Arts Editor, T.G.
world to., live .in harmony with
everyone. eiseV "«-v" ,..."- 4- M*>ore. wants some good entertainment, for Eastern in the
. Second* we'd Ivk? i« .*~~ ♦•"-»
cominjfc semester, and Pat
everyone in trie ~v.«. ^ZWilson; of "Sports Down Pat"
enough to earand a place to live,
fame wants a winning season for
especially in the Christmas
Eastern's tiddly winks teanf.
season when 'we celebrate the
birth of Christ.
Ken Palen, also of the sports
Ken Gullette, our managing
department, would like to have
editor, would like to have his own
his gas money back from the trip
A

to Morehead, and some of our
staff would like to have some of
their grades changed.
Jim Ross and David Swafford
of the business staff would like to
have a full-time maid to keep
their office clean since it's
generally a mess, and my office
could use some of the same
treatment.
Lisa Collins and Jan Hensley,
would like a week's vacation
each, with someone to take over
their jobs while they are gone.

M—m

get our copy and pictures to
them on time, so they wouldn't
have to complain.
And, finally, last but not least,
I would like to have some of the
members of my staff shape up
for the coming semester so that
we may really become a news
paper.
I would also like to offer my
best wishes for the coming
holiday season, along with the
rest of the Progress staff.
We hope that Santa may bring
Eastern's students and faculty
whatever they desire, and that
they have the best Christmas

I Julie Hoyt and Phil Miller
would like to stop getting the runaround from University offt^—
for
e; Santa .-I
and would like-, along with Mike '
fcwill be son; itr s.
,—-~-—•
Lyr. _:.. *~L £jf. ^ *-' .
and cookies on the kitchen table
the week they were turned in,
as
I always do, and I'll be, sure
instead of two weeks later, as
that
they're your favorite kindthey usually axe.
chocolate
chip.
Almost last, the Register staff
Best
wishes
for a safe and
who prints our paper, would like
to have one week when we would Ttappy Christmas.

SURELY YOU JEST!
BY KEN GULLETTE
Man. Ed. Production.

V&*

Estill County. It takes some
smart to do that, shore miff do."
"What do you think of a
teacher who talks about sex in
class."
"Please don't say that word in
front of me, sir. I don't want any
students to hear us."
"You don't think they can taxe
it?"
"No sir. See, where they come
from, there isn't any sex. No
Commies, neither. And we don't
want their minds to get full of all
that stuff. You know what I
mean?"

"Order in the court. The
Honory Harvey Q. Wimp,
presiding. All rise."
"Be seated," said the judge.
"Now this is the Supreme Court,
so let's get moving. What is the
first case?"
"Metric vs. Eastern Kentucky
University," said the bailiff.
"Alright, the spokesman for
Ms. Metric may call the first
witness."
"Thank you, your Honory. I'd
like to call the official
spokesman for Eastern to take
"Your Honory, I rest my
the stand."
case."
"Do you swear to tell the truth,
Minutes later.
the whole truth, and nothing but
"•The justices have reached a
the truth so help you God?" the
conclusion. We feel that if
bailiff said to the Spokesman.
Eastern students are half as
"Huh?"
unsophisticated as the people
"Mr. Spokesman, could you
who run the place, then Metric
tell us your full name, please?"
was lucky to be fired, and we will
asked Ms. Metric's attorney.
help any students who want to
"Uhh, my name is Official
transfer. Do you have any
Spokesman, Jr."
closing
-comments,
Mr.
"And where are you emSpokesman?"
ployed?"
"Gotta go home. I miss my
"Eastern Kentucky Univerhog."
sity."
"Order in the court," banged
the judge as laughter broke out!
in the audience.
"Proceed
GIljp tEaBtmt jfnujrFBa
with your witness, attorney."
Memoer:
"Mr. Spokesman, why did you Associated
Collegiate Press Association
fire Ms. Metric?"
Columbia Scholastic Press Association
"The University fired Ms. National Newspaper Service
Intercollegiate
Press
Metric because she was talking Kentucky
about things like Viet Nam and Association
Represented for national advertising by
all that kind of crud that has the
National Education
nothing to do with college Advertising
Service, Inc. NY., NY,.>
students."
Published each Thursday during the'
"Exactly why does that have regular
school year except for vacation
nothing to do with college and examination periods at Eastern;
students?"
Kentucky University by authority of the
"Because they are there to Board of Kegents through the Student!
learn about life, not about Publications Hoard. Opinions expressed
herein are those of student ..editors or
Commies who say things against other
signed writers. These opinions do not,
the President, who we all know necessarily represent the views of the!
to be an honest man."
University. Advertising appearing within'
"And that is why you fired this newspaper .is intended to help Jjie
reader buy. Any false or misleading ad ;
her?"
should be reported to the1
"Well, you see, the students at vertising
business manager. The Eastern Progress.
Eastern are relatively un- fourtfi floor, Jones Building. Second-class
sophisticated, and they come postage paid at Richmond, »
| '
from restrictive backgroundsJ mis.
~*Kickr
^ _\
*¥- jus!' SUff Members:
George Buchanan, Larry Brock, Becky
fire a woman fer nuthiii'."
"A^ you saying your students Burden. Debbie Burden; Steve Doiier.
Freda Flynn, Ruth Hays, Julie Hoyt.
are dumb?"
Mike Lynch. Phil Miller. Phyllis
"No sir, They's not dumb. In Nevvcombe. Ken Palen. J.D. Parks.
fact, one of our students was Jerry Parks. Bill Sapleton. Sam White.
Mtected Corn Shuck Queen of Patricia Wilder. Lwiie Will.
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J eye on the medial
t. g. moore

Forties sound in Brock
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Bill Furnish resigns
from WEKU-FM post
A face familiar to many and a
voice familiar to numerous
others will be absent from
campus when the second
semester begins. WEKU-FM
News Director Bill Furnish is
leaving the station in January to
tak e a position in Frankfort as
Information Director with the
State Department of Education.
Broadcasting students will
remember Furnish as the man
whose office and newsroom
served as the station gathering
spot for joke swapping,
storytelling and the sometimes
serious eyeing of pretty girls.
The audience within the WEKUFM listening area will
remember him as the man who
delivered A4 sign-on news at
noon and the final afternoon
newscast at four forty-five each
day.
Bill Furnish's career is one
that nearly every broadcast
major would like to emulate. His
earlier years as State Public
Information Director in Frankfort, his work at WAVE Radio in
Louisville and his stringer work
for NBC Monitor Radio and
WBLG Channel 62 all point up
the abilities of a versatile
reporter and administrator.
Unlike so many of the better
known journalists and reporters
of today, Bill is a man who seems
to enjoy every minute of life. His
personal opinions of current
topics were those of an experienced observer.molded from
year s of watching the events and
listening to others.
Yet he
always kept an arm's length
distance from the mire of getting
bogged down in seriousness. On
cold and rainy days, Furnish was
the man from whom one could
always expect a witty, and
usually funny, remark on the
times regardless of the weather.
Furnish had a way of digging
up news that was baffling. His
little black notebook of sources
and contacts listed practically
everyone in Madison County and
nearly half the people in the rest
of the state. When on the coattails of a story, he was the only
who could always get a WATS
line out when everyone else had
been trying all day.
As producer-moderator for
88.9 Roundtable, the station's
syndicated half-hour weekly
discussion program, it was
Furnish's responsibliity to come
up each week with a guest and a
topic. The show is aired on
Friday evenings and Saturday s
then mailed to stations across
the state. Some of the best
Roundtables were the results of
Friday mornings when, for lack
of
anything
else,
Furnish
would
herd
everyone who happened to be in
the newsroom into the studio and
begin taping a discussion on a
current topic.
The perpetual student, now
working towards a master's

degree in history, Furnish is just
as at ease with younger people
as with his peers.
When
students at the station had a
problem, or just needed someone
to talk to, Furnish was the man
to see.
Bill Furnish was an asset in
the history of WEKU-FM more so
than the otherway around. The
station was cited by the
Associated Press two years ago
for the best local news coverage
for a station of its size in a
comparable market.
Under
Furnish's careful direction,
WEKU-FM several times topped
stations in Louisville for the
number of local stories submitted to and carried by the AP
Broadcast Wire each month.
Eastern's loss will soon be the
Department of Education's gain.
To close in Furnish style, it
would be something less than
appropriate to not tell one his
favorite stories. Once while
working at WAVE, Bill was
assigned to cover the arrival of
then Vice-President Richard M.
Nixon at Standiford Field.
Unable to think of any original
questions to ask the VP, Furnish
strolled up to Nixon and quipped,
"Mr. Vice -President, uh, how
was your trip?

WEKU-FM News Director Bill Furnish checks the AP wire.
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Twelve years later, the Miller
Estate authorized the formation
of the present Glenn Miller
Orchestra, under the direction of
Ray McKinley. Then, in 1986,
Buddy De Franco, regarded in
the established music world
as one of the finest jazz
clarinetists, took over the
leadership.
Those who are able to attend
the concert may expect to hear
such oldies as Moonlight
Serenade, Tuxedo Junction,
Chattanooga Choo-Choo,
Serenade in Blue, At Last, Little
Brown Jug and String of Pearls.
Tickets for tonights's event are
priced $2 for students and
Center Board Activity card
holders, all others $3.
The next Center Board
presentation will be the Seals
and Crofts concert.

h.
PRE-REGISTERED

WKU in meet
The Forensics Team travelled
to Western last week to take part
in the Ohio Valley Conference
Forensic Tournament Nov. 30
and Dec. 1, and came back
carrying many of the top
awards.
The event is held annually and
is made up of teams from seven
Ohio Valley colleges and
universities. Of the seven participating, the Eastern team
defeated Austin Peay, East
Tennessee, Murray, Tennessee
Tech and Western in overall
conference points, placing third
in the competition against
Morehead and Middle Tennessee.
An affirmative team consisting of Kathi Flynn and Tim
Cox won the 1st Place trophy as
the top two-man affirmative
team in novice debate. Ms.
Flynn also received the award of
Outstanding Novice Debate
Speaker in the OVC.
Izora Curlin won first place in
the oral interpretation of prose
division. Paula Moscinski placed
third in original oratory.
Gonzella Black received the
third place award for oral interpretation of poetry.
In the overall novice debate
competition, the four-man team
of David Beck, Jim Dennis, Tim
Cox and Kathi Flynn won the
third place award.

went to Europe to entertain the
servicemen , and it was on
December 15, 1944, that Major
Miller disappeared while on a
military flight from England to
France.

STUDENTS
1

Orators top

-

^

■

v The big-band sound of the
Forties will spice the air tonight
in Brock Auditorium when the
Center Board presents the worldfamous Glenn Miller Orchestra,
featuring
Buddy De Franco.
The program will begin at 7:30.
In a day when nostalgia is
increasingly on the rise in
popularity, the Glenn Miller
Orchestra leads the wav in the
revival of many of the former
greats in American music. For
the Glenn Miller Orchestra, as
well as many others, sales of
original recordings have sky
rocketed along with their
demand in major cities across
the country and on college
campuses.
The distinctive sound of Glenn
Miller is that of the clarinet,
coupled with tenor sax in harmony. The sound which caught
the public ear in the Forties has
never let go.
With the outbreak of World
War II, Glenn Miller entered the
U.S. Air Force and promptly
organized the famous Glenn
Miller
Air Force Band. They
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Students learn culture through Indian crafts
BYJAN'HENSLEY
Organizations Editor
Beading, sand painting and
feather work are among the
many projects students will be
learning in their Monday night
sessions at Indian Crafts.
But what might be as important as learning this art
form itself is to learn the
philosophies, history and
symbolism of the people behind
it. Andrea Boyea. Indian Crafts
instructor, seems to think so.
Held in the small game room
in Case Hall lounge, attendance
varies greatly according to
Miss Boyea, who is also Case
Hall dorm director. "One night
we only had two people show up
and then again, another night
we had 18." she said.
Currently, most of the
members are females
Men
have attended the meetings
only a few times.
When
students attend the first
meeting, they choose what
project they want to start and
finish Miss Boyea, then urges
them to sketch their own
designs out on paper to use as a
model before starting their
actual project
While she shows one student
how to put the finishing touches
on a bead daisy chain, Miss
Boyea is busy getting two other

urn

girls started with their sketches. All the while, she talks of
Indian customs, talks of their
symbols and the ways of
Indians in general.
"All Indians like bright colors
and their designs were often
influenced by prayers. They
had various prayers of
thanksgiving, requests and of
victory and war," she said.
According to Miss Boyea,
Indians have masculine and
femine disigns.
"In the old days, the Indian
man had to risk his life in war,
now he lacks the status he once
had.
He is struggling for
identity in the modern world,"
she said
Many people might wonder if
there is a need for Indian Crafts
at Eastern. Mrs. Boyea answered this question in a round
about way.
"Man is an
aesthetic being, he likes
decoration, color, pattern and
texture That's a part of being
human - to want fine things and
to be artistic," she said.
She
further believes that one of the
ways to reach people is through
art and creativity. "Man has a
need to .create," she said.
Andrea Boyea trys to promote
understanding, empathy and
concern for both toe modern
and historical Indian. Indian
Crafts, she believes is one way
of giving people a launching
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Old First Federal Building
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Richmond. Kentucky

Dial 623-5098

University Center

board to understanding other
people. She also pointed out
that you don't necessarily have
to live on the doorstep of an
Indian reservation to learn
about Indian life.

"Indians continue to be
stereotyped, said Miss Boyea,
we think of them as warriors
with feathers and carrying
lances Actually the Indians
thought it was a much better
thing to touc their enemy
without being touched back
than to kill him. touching a
dead enemy was no challenge,
and Koup (a mark of bravery
and a status seeking device)
was not counted as highly on the
dead as the living," she said.

On various Indian reservations, Crafts were very often
made by the Indian man while
the woman was busy raising the
family. No one thought the man
or woman peculiar if they
switched roles.

Applications available
for

jobs in Europe

Paying student jobs in ski and
other winter resorts are still
available in Europe. Jobs are
given out on a first come, first
served, basis to any full or part
time student who applies immediately. Most of the jobs are
in Alpine ski resorts in Switzerland, Austria, Germany and
France. There are also
openings in hotels and
restaurants in larger cities.

board arrangements. A 5-day
orientation is also provided to
give students a brief introduction to Europe before
going to their jobs. Students
wishing to remain- in Europe
longer can be placed in second
jobs
Any student between the ages
of 17 and 27 may obtain a job
application form, job listings
and descriptions, and the SOS
Handbook on earning your way
in Europe by sending their
name, address, educational
institution, and $1 (for printing,
postage, addressing and handling > to either SOS - Student
Overseas Services, Box 5173,
Santa Barbara, Calif. 93108 or to
SOS. - 22 Ave. de la Liberte,
Luxembourg
Europe.
Interested students are advised
to prepare themselves by obtaining, and holding until
requested, 3 small passport-size
photographs and a letter of
recommendation from either a
school official or former employer.

A paying job provides the
opportunity to see Europe while
earning some money. Standard
wages are paid, but the big
saver is the free room and
board which is provided with
each job and arranged in advance.
All job arrangements are
made on a non-profit basis by
Student Overseas Services
(SOS),
a
student
run
organization for the past 15
years. SOS charges only for the
actual paper work involved in
confirming the job and room and

hetndians, according to Miss
yea. Building it up was one
way of getting a new name.
Indian names however, were
acquired a number of different
ways. Most Indians just took
what ever name they wanted.
Commenting on a student of
heri at an Indian reservation,
she said, "I remember a
Willard
Runsabove, who
decided he wanted to change his
name to Clyde.
It was as simple as thatsaying you wanted to change
your name and then doing it.
Miss Boyea mentioned several
common Indian names:
Runsabove, Burning Breat,
Owns the Fire, Shot Two
Arrows, and Hot Sneezes. Some
Indians got their names from
traders and some people
translated the Indian names
literally. Names were often
given to Indians, simply
because the " white man »
could not pronounce
the
Indian name.
Miss Boyea, interrupts her
own Indian story telling for
awhile to check on the students
progress. She then asks them to
decide what colors of beads they
want . to order. Each student
checks off her favorite color or
colors on the list and it is ready
to be sent to the Indian Craft
Under the direction of Andrea Boyea, Case
Supply in Denver or to a place in Hall dorm director, these students are learning
New York, that caters to people
more about Indian culture through Indian
who like Indian things.
In the future, Miss Boyea
hopes to teach basket weaving
and imitation sand painting.
Leather work is also on the
Two members of Eastern's staff—Neal
agenda along with feather work
Donaldson, vice president for business
and carving. A field trip to look
affairs and Ron Brown, assistant
at Indian Crafts in Richmond is
director of Mattox and O'Donnell Hallsalso in the planning stages for
have suffered serious illnesses recently.
Indian Craft participants.
Donaldson, who experienced a mild
heart attack, responded well to treat-

"The Final Frolic"
Take a break from your exam
studies and hear "The Black
Hawk Bluegrass Band" Friday
night, Dec. 7, in the Burnam
Hall Rec. Room from 8:30-11:30
p.m. Admission will be 25c and
refreshments will be available.
Men should enter the rec room

by the main lobby entrance.
Women's Interdorm Council is
sponsoring this pre-exam activity and all students and
faculty are invited.
Telford-Palmer
Christmas
Party
A special Christmas party for
Telford and Palmer Halls will

be held Saturday night, Dec. 8,
at Telford Hall at 7:22 p.m.
Weight Controllers
A new weight controllers
group will begin meeting in the
women's residence halls in
January. This group will be for
all women (students and
faculty) who want to lose in-
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ches. Watch the Progress for
further details.
Glenn Miller Orchestra
To Appear This Evening
The sounds of the Glenn
Miller Orchestra will come live
from Brock Auditorium this
evening at 7:30 p.m. EKU
students and Center Board
Activity card holders may
purchase tickets in advance for
$2. Tickets for all others and at
the door are $3.
Working On Indian Crafts?
AH persons who are involved
in the Indian Crafts interest
group and are presently
working on a project may at
their convenience see Miss
Boyea. the instructor, in Case
Hall for additional help or
supplies during exam week.
This group will resume meeting
on a weekly basis in January.
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Practice Session Held For
Hanging Of The Greens
Students participating in the
Hanging of the Greens 1973
ceremony are requested to be at
the following practice sessions:
7:30 p.m. Thursday in Walnut
Hall. Johnson Bidding and 1
p.m. Saturday in Walnut Hall.
Women's Intramurals
The women's volleyball
tournament is Dec. 3-6. The
schedule is posted in Weaver.
Basketball entry deadline is
Jan. 18 and teams are now being
accepted.

Brown, age 24, suffered a cerebral
hemorrhage, and at press time was listed
in serious condition at the UK Chandler
Medical Center. "

The Wesley Foundation will
have a Christmas party at 7:00
p.m. Friday at the foundation.
There will be games, refreshments and caroling. Everyone
is welcome.
Veteran's Club
The Veteran's Club will meet
at 6 p.m. this evening in the
Grise Room.
Tutors Needed For
Upward Bound Program
Tutors are needed for the
Upward Bound program on
campus in chemistry, biology,
physiology, anatomy, and
microbiology. Hourly wages
will be paid. Contact Rodney
Alsup for an appointment at
3659.
Energy Control
The Energy Crisis Committee
would like to urge all students,
faculty and staff to get "turned
off" to help meet the energy
crisis. Make sure unnecessary
lights are turned off in
classrooms
and
dorms...duplicate appliances and
share. Get "turned off" and
turn on the energy crisis!
Art Exhibition On Display
In Cammack
An exhibition of ceramics by
Timothy Mather is currently on
display in Cammack Gallery
through Dec. 14. Mather has
taught ceramics at Illinois State
University since 1967. Most of
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A new program called World
Campus Afloat provides a
unique opportunity to learn
about international living. If
you want to learn more about
this program, Robert Head,
from Murray State University
will be on campus to show a film
and provide information to
students and faculty 5th through
7th periods today. He will also
be on hand in the Jaggers
Room, Powell tomorrow. For
further information on the time
call Dr. Clawson at 2414.
42ND Annual Messiah
EKU's Oratorio Chorus and
Symphony Orchestra plus
several guest soloists will
perform the 42nd annual oncampus presentation of Handel's "Messiah" at 7:30 p.m.
Sunday (9th)
in Brock
Auditorium. Some 200 vacalists
and instrumentalists will
participate in this event. The
public is invited to attend and
there is no charge.
u Hi Annual Hanging
Of The Greens
The" Hanging of the Greens
ceremonies, which will be in its
44th year this Holiday Season,
will be held at 4 p.m. Sunday
(9th) in Walnut Hall of the Keen
Johnson
Building.
The
Christmas message will be
delivered by the Rev. M. Glynn
Burke, pastor of Central
Christian Church, Lexington
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ment and was released from Pattie A.
Clay Hospital yesterday.

Activities during finals week highlight the organization scene
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Crafts. The students decide which object they
want to make, sketch out their own designs, and
make the crafts.
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Learning Resources Center
sports vivid teaching aids
BY GEORGE BUCHANAN
Staff Writer
Most
people
vaguely
remember their elementary
school days, but quite vividly
the Mrs. Smiths, teachers who
drilled the R's with the for
cefulness of a Marine Corps
Drill Instructor. Learning was
by memorization; the times
table, the alphabet, etc.—
saying them before Mrs. Smith.
Hands were out palms up. If you
missed "a," this times that
equals that or forgot what
comes after R, you were struck
on the palm More flagrant
errors were greeted with blows
to other parts of the anatomy
To Mrs. Smith, learning was
working hard and having little
fun.
The Mrs. Smiths have gone
from the class room; but the
times tables are still there It is
a toy now. A small box with two
sliding handles which teaches
the ten's table more effectiently
and less painfully. The alphabet
is taught through games as well
as the manner everyone
remembers, memorizing.
The list of toys and games
dealing with such areas as
geography, social studies, the
alphabet, etc., are endless. The
games are part of the new way
of learning. School becomes fun
as well as educational. The toys

and games are a part of the
many items the Learning
ResourcesCenterhas on hand for
student teachers, faculty, or
just students, as an aid to better
instruct the secondary or
elementary school pupil.

Open
visitation

liberationist or moderate male
The players vote on issues, and
they can buy or bribe each
other's votes, (Just like real
life). The player sees the other
side of the issue by playing a
role he may not agree with
The facility is used mostly by
student teachers, although,
says Mrs Creek, "the center is
open to all students and faculty
at Eastern.'' The center's
purpose is to only make the
material available for use "We
only keep up with the trends,"
says Mrs. Creek, and they do
not force or commit the teacher
to use of the aids.

The center, which is located
in the John Grant Crabbe
Library, contains games on the
oceans, ecology, pollution, the
city, drugs, taxes, elections,
disarmament (a peaceful
game), history, geometry,
architecture, math, grammar
and science, all with the aim of
making learning interesting.
Flip-n-Skip teaches the child
his numbers or alphabet
The center's aids are used
without prodding. A large mat quite extensively "We had one
is placed on the floor. The mat teacher from Model who used
contains either letters or only the aids and no other innumbers. A bag is tossed on the struction."
mat. The child calls out the
There is always a chance that
letter or number upon which the the child will lose interest with
bag lands. He receives a point the toys or they may beusedtoo
for each figure, which is totaled often. The center has small box
to obtain the winning score.
of index cards with "Things to
The games, says Mrs. Joyce Do", which require little or no
Creek, the center's assistant material. The box contains
director, "are also simulation ideas for art or science projects,
games, a take-off on real life." as well as games that canoe
There is a Woman's Lib game, played with words or numbers.
which gives insight into some of
The center also has aids
the many issues facing man which cannot be considered toys
or games, but still make the
today.
The players assume roles of learning process enjoyable.
the male chauvinist, traditional There are various scientific
or moderate females, or the aids. Minion the Moonisone.lt
is a set of film strips, movies,
slides, records, and cassette
tapes of man's first moon
landing. There was an
aid
reconizable
to most as a
simulation of the solor system
Hand-Crafted gifts- Jewelry
There are cards with pictures
of the states. Several states are
marked with their names and
Pillows . Prints, Decoupage
one is not. The card is shown to
the child who must name the
unmarked state.
Let's set,
Field's Crafts Supplies Instruction
what's south of Tennessee and
east of Mississippi?
One aid which is probably the
most interesting
is
the
Miniature Museum. It's a kit,
containing all the artifacts of a
foreign culture, including
samples of food the culture
Ft. Boonesborough Rd
I enjoyed.
ftttSayftA:::::^
Finally, the center contains
books on various subjects,
animals . science, all the
subjects a child would study in
the class room. The books use
pictures and words to inform
the child about all aspects of
life
The Learning Resources
Center gives the child
knowledge and the joy of play at
the same instant, proving that
learning can be fun as well as
functional.

Wright Pottery & Metal

Steve Bivins. left , son of Mr. and Mrs. Claude Bivins of Richmond, celebrates his ninth birthday with a party held bv the School
of Hope, located on the third floor of the William Wallace building.

CRAFTS LTD.

BYJANIIENSLEY
Organizations Ed.
II was a typical wet Eastern
day outside and I scurried along
the wet pavement for an interview appointment with one of
the School of Hope teachers. I
was somewhat early and a little
hesitant, asking myself how
mentally handicapped children
would accept a stranger in
their midst.
My timing was just right as I
met (he children returning from
their lunch period in the
cafeteria. They were being
brought back by two or three
teachers for their noon sessions
at the school.
Children observant
When I first saw Susie, she
was tagging along behind the
other children. The wind was
tugging viciously at her
drawing of a plate, spoon and
fork. Finally suceeding, it tore
the picture from her hand and I

For A Taste Treat

TRY OUR BROASTED

CHICKEN
CHARBROILED STEAKS
PLATE LUNCHES
Carry Out
Service

(Mmtial Irffl
EASTERN BY-PASS

BUCCANEER
K-.-

Continued From Page One)
KeeneHall. He said that other
Kentucky universities have had
few
problems
with
visitation. He charged the sub- .
committee "to seek the most .
beneficial plan for students "at .
Eastern.
He proposed what he called a
"flexible" plan with weekend
hours of 7 p.m. to midnight on
Fridays and Saturdays and 2
p.m. to 11 p.m. on Sundays,
required sign-in and check-out,
and a regulation that room
doors be kept open when a
member of the opposite sex is
visiting. He also proposed that
four to six paid supervisiors be
present at each dorm having
visitation hours.
According to Burdge's plan,
certain dormitories or sections
r
mitories would not have
ope. visitation,
those being
the residence areas of students
who did not want visitation '
hours.
The policy, which
Burdge referred to as "an
amendment to the present
policy," would be conducted by
the Office of Student Affairs.
The cost of the policy would be
handled only among those
students who wanted the
privilege.

One of the School of Hope's purposes is to condition the
children so they
will be able to socialize with their
families.

School of Hope: children living, hoping, learning

1

V.
\^ar after year,
semester after
semester, the
CollegeMaster*
from Fidelity
Union life has
been the most
accepted, most
popular plan on
campuses all
over America.
Find out why.
Call the
Fidelity Union
CollegeMaster
Field Associate
in your area:
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went chasing half way across
At this point, looking at these
the plaza after it. Recovering children and their expectant
the drawing, I somehow felt like faces as Mrs. Doggendorf
a Labrador Retriever as I turned each page of the book, I
handed it back to her. She began looking at the children in
smiled, in her way, took it from a different light and began
my hand and went on.
noticing the things these
children had to offer, rather
Making my introductions to
than the things they didn't have.
Mrs. Jamie Doggendorf, School
of Hope instructor, we both
decided it would be a good idea
No shvness
if I observed the children for a
of
strangers
time, we would talk later. All
the while, another little girl,
The whole time I was there
whose name I was soon to many children let me know
discover was Angela, kept they were aware of me, each in
eyeing my outfit, oohing and a different way. Tony, an
aahing and saying "What a adorable little boy with
pretty skirt you have on." She luminous brown eyes came up
urged me to hurry up the stairs to me and gazed for a few
and demanded I hold the door seconds; finally reaching out, he
open for the other children. touched my arm lightly, almost
"Don't you let it go now," she stroking it, before returning to
said.
his seat.
Once inside the workroom,
the teachers began the afternoon by singing Christmas
carols, urging the children to
join in all the time. Once in
awhile, one of them would lead
a song with the encouragement
of the instructor. While most of
the children were occupied
singing, one child at a time was
brushing his teeth with the
assistance of an instructor.

Some -;ould do the job a
bit more efficiently than others,
but none of them resisted
having his or her teeth brushed
if it came right down to it. One
of the first things I noticed was
that all the instructors
stressed letting the children do
things by themselves, which
instantly made me feel a bit
guilty about chasing after the
paper for Susie.
When story telling time rolled
around everyone was told to
gather their chairs around Mrs.
Doggendorf. Most all the
children succeeded
in this
effort and were ready to listen
to "Twas the night before
Christmas."
#

I
noticed that
he
watched me quite contentedly
for the remainder of my stay.
Stevie was different. He took
my arm and led me across the
room to show me a stack of toys.
Another little boy wanted me to
find a toy hammer for him, but
having no idea where to look for
it, I was the one who felt
helpless.
It was soon nap time for the
younger children who were
taken to a separate room for
this part of the day. As for the
older ones, they continued to
play with some of the toys.
At this time when most of the
instructors had momentarily
disappeared, Angela decided
she wanted me to take her
piggyback riding. "A big girl
like you wanting me to take you
piggyback riding," I said,
trying to shame her out of it.
"Yeah," she said.
Reward at end

My heart melted and I was
doomed to make three round
trips across the room and back.
Feeling somewhat ridiculous. I
remember thinking that I hoped
i

•

GARLAND JETT'S STORE
Phone 623-5232

Main

no one saw me play horsey.
Afterward, I was quite glad I
did however...my reward being
a hug and kiss.
When Mrs. Doggendorf
returned we talked about the
School of Hope and some of the
children for awhile. "We try to
teach them self-help skills here,
she said. It's not only our job to
take care of them but to teach
them as well."
Mrs. Doggendorf pointed out
that at The School of Hope,
instructors try to train the
educable-trainable mentally
retatarded
children
for
placement in schools or
wherever these children will
later be able to function in the
community.

Field trips for children
One of the main functions or
goals of the school, according to
Jamie Doggendorf, is getting
the children
conditioned
socially so they will be able to
do things with their families.
"We have had various field

Program is
individualized

Ifi

A typical day at the school site,
said
would
consist of
greetings, roll call, star:
Spangled Banner and free play.
"We also teach them to take
care of their own personal item*and we have structured group
and individual
language
lessons," she said. Mrs.
Doggendorf believes that the
program is more or less m-r
dividualized and that the in-;,,
structors try to help develop^
each child's motor skills.
Before getting ready to leave,'.;
I ask Angela what she wanted
for Christmas. "I want a tea
set," she said. Angela, in her
child-like enthusiasm for
presents is like any other child «
in this respect. She probably
doesn't realize that many
people might view her as a
precious gift.

I

ACT scores not crucial
in college acceptance
If you scored relatively low on
the ACT (alias the American
College Test) before entering
EKU, how did your scores affect your chances of admision to
the University? Even if you are
not a resident of Kentucky, Dr.
Charles F. Ambrose, Dean of
Admissions here, says your low
scores had nothing to do with
your acceptance.
"All graduates of Kentucky
secondary schools are accepted
upon recommendation of their
pricipals to Eastern Kentucky
University. Dr Ambrose said
recently. He said the ACT is not
used as "a screening device"
here. "I still go by the high
school record."

Richmond;'Kentucky 40475
The policy governing acceptance of non-residents of the
state is a little different, but the
ACT scores affect their admission as little as that of
Kentucky students,while the
high school record and

■I

trips here at the school she said.
In the past, we've taken them to
the circus, the zoo, fire station
and the Tau Kappa Epsilon
fraternity takes them to football
games each year."

recommendation i»important. 3
Dr. Ambrose said that the!*
Council on Public Higher.'
Education recommends that 15;'
per com of the student body of a
state university be from out
state. EKU generally follows;'
this policy in accepting non- '
residents of Kentucky, he said,
and its out-of-state enrollment
is about 16 per cent.
What,
then,
justifies^
requirement of a standardized;'
aptitude and achievement test v
score for admission to the-.
University?
An article in--;
College Management of May ■
1970, quoted Richard W.Moll,
director of admissions at g
Bowdoin College in Maine, with I
this statement: "In many cases ■'■
the scores can mislead, and the I
candidate would be better ;•!
served by their absence frr
the admissions folder."
Inclusion of a candidate's-''
scores from the SAT (Scholastic I
>( ontiiiued On Huge Seven)

'ik
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Termpaper business booms; under fire from schools
a

BY MIKE LYNCH
Staff Writer
TERMPAPERS. Written by
professional degreed research
chers, 30,000on Tile, Guarantee:
24 Hour Mailorders, Quality
research, Never the same paper
twice, Lowest rates, 'Results'
juaranteed, Used & Originals,
|(TYPED in finished form with
Bibliography & Footnotes),
[(Thousands of Finished Papers
[on every subject), From $1.00
I p.p., Local Salesmen Needed.
All of the above information
I appeared on an advertisement
[in a college newspaper in
[ Louisville last semester.
/r story by Phillip B. MoshI covitz in College Management
[ of January, 1972, noted:
"Most of the term-paper enterpreneurs consider their
companies a useful service.
"The kids are assigned so many
papers that they're an obstacle
to a degree rather than a
learning technique,' says
Richard Mari of Quality
Bullshit (one such syndicate in
Boston). 'The size of the
business is related to the stress
the students are under... Now,
thanks to these term paper
services, maybe the universities will wake up and take a
close look at what they're
doing.' "
Moshcovitz contended that
"conservative estimates indicate that students spent at
least $250,000 for 10,000 term
papers" in 1971.
'ffi The Chronicle of Higher
Education of February 22, 1972,
Tinney S. Humphreys reported
that termpapers stolen from
Harvard University were found
at Minuteman Research, a
"term-paper supply service
based in the New York borough
of Queens."
,
Humphreys also stated that
the state of New York had filed
suit to dissolve Termpapers,
Inc., charging that the company
"violated the 'public policy' of

catalog. But in July of this year,
the student received a refund of
his $1.00 remittance for the
catalog with an explanation that
on May 4, the Commonwealth of
Pennnsylvania obtained
an
injunction against Termpaper
Moshcovitz,
in
College Researchers, curtailing its
Management, reported these ability to operate in that state.
comments
from
persons
The student-writer did
associated with the termpaper
receive a paper from the
syndicates:
Library
in
Ward Warren, of Termpapers Termpaper
Unlimited: "I look out for my Washington, D.C. He reported
customers... I have a certain that it was a Xerox copy of a
New
social responsibility. As for the paper about the
moral question, we leave that Testament passage concerning
up to the individual student. the serving of two masters.
Maybe we can't justify every
The student chose the paper
situation, but neither can any
out of a catalog from the synother corporation."
dicate in which papers were
David Martin, Universal listed under headings like
Termpapers: "Generally "Anthropology,"
"Religion,"
speaking, the people who and "Philosophy." Along with
consider themselves ethical do the catalog, the student
the most damage... The received a letter containing the
unethical ones may cop a paragraph:
sandwich or write a term paper. "We recognize the fact that our
papers are tremendous timeSo what?"
savers, however, we would like
In the College Management to stress the idea of using these
story, Robert I. Hunneman, a papers for research and
lawyer for Northwestern reference purposes only."
University, said, "I think they
The papers were offered at
are wrong when they say that
prices of $2.00 per page, or, for
there is nothing illegal about
selling term papers. This ac- "an original paper written to
tivity is a serious attack on specification," $4.85 per page,
academic integrity and we hope and $5.85 per page for an
"original"
graduate-level
to persuade them to stop. If
paper. The purchaser could also
persuasion doesn't work, they
can be enjoined by the courts indicate number of sources of
for interfering with the con- information desired, placement
tractual relationship between of footnotes and a bibliography,
the student and the university." if needed.
Moshcovitz also noted that
The student-writer also
some college professors make
money writing papers or selling received information from the
research to one of the Collegiate Research Guide, of
professional termpaper ser- Philadelphia, which called itself
"Number One Distributor of
vices.
Research Reports In The U.S."
A writer for the Louisville As the writer had asked for
college newspaper investigated information about becoming a
two of the firms by contacting "sales agent" for the company,
them for their catalogs and he received information on how
to sell the papers.
buying a paper.
One of the companies, TermThe information said, "Your
paper
Researchers
of
Philadelphia, Incorporated, function as an agent will be to
never sent the student a take the order and the money,
New York law that seeks to
'maintain and preserve the
integrity of the educational
process,' according to Stephen
Mindell, an assistant attorney
general."

deduct your commission and
send the order form and
payment in money order form
to Collegiate Research Guide
Co."
On the same page as that
information was the statement,
"Research reports are the
hottest item on the student
market today. If you follow the
above format, you can join in
the great profits being realized
in the U.S. and Canada from the
sale of these reports."
In a related story in the
college paper, a student was
quoted from Eiqulre magazine
of April 1972 as saying, "Once
you've started using these
things, you're more or less
hooked. You can't take C's and
D's when you know you can buy
A's and B's."

Do EKU students "buy A's
and B's" through such termpaper companies?
Vice President for Student
Affairs Thomas D. Myers,
Assistant Dean of Students
Donald H. Smith and Dr. John
M. Long. Chairman of the
English Composition Program,
all agreed that there are no
indications of student use of
such professional
papers
brought to their attention. They
indicated that a teacher can
probably spot such a paper
since it would usually be turned
in by a student whose other
work would not match the
quality of the apaer.

plagiarism and cheating. Item
No. 1 under "Th»- University
Community," on papge 39of the
handbook, lists "cheating,
plagiarism or other forms of

featuring

Vice President Myers pointed
out that the student handbook
states the regulations regarding

percentile orhigher (that is
scoring better than 90 per cent
of those tested in the nation) in
English will place a freshman
in an honors English program.
He added that a student's ACT
record is retained in the office
of Institutional Research and
distributed from there to
academic offices, counsellors,
teachers-" persons directly
interested in the students."

SAMPLE SHOE CENTER
Name Brand Shoes at 30% to
60% Discount

purposes and principles of
grading, listed on page 59 of the
handbook, also could be invoked
with regards to judgement of
student use of such materials.

GLENN MILLER
ORCHESTRA
Buddy DeFranco

ACT scores not crucial
(Ctoninued From Page Six)
Aptitude Test) is now optional
at Bowdoin.
Added Moll,
"Some applicants may choose
to state their case for admission
on what they consider to be
more relevant data.**
Dr. Ambrose said that ACT
scores are used at Eastern only
for* "counseling and advisory
purposes, ' with the exception
that scores in the ninetieth

academic dishonesty" as offenses for which a student may
be liable as a member of the
community.
Dean Smith noted that the

Hiram Brock Auditorium
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_ Final examination schedule
JOINT EXAMINATIONS: The following classes will have final examinations at
the time and place indicated below and not according to the section
letter. If any student has a regularly scheduled examination which
conflicts with the joint examination, the regularly scheduled examination
takes priority. Individual arrangements must be made for the course
scheduled for Joint examination.
ACC

108 & 109 (All Sections) Wednesday, December 12, 6:00-8:00 p.m. , in
Ferrell and Grise Rooms.

CHE

111 (All Sections) Monday, December 10, 6:00-8:00 p.m., in Ferrell and
Grise Rooms.

GBU

300 (All Sections) Monday, December 10, 8:15-10:15 p.m., in Ferrell and
Grise Rooms.

GSC

171 (Sections R-l, R-2, & T) Tuesday, December 11, 6:00-8:00 p.m., in
Moore 100 and 116.

GSC

261 (Sections D, M, 6- S) Tuesday, December 11, 8:15-10:15 p.m., in
Moore 100 and 116.

NFA

201 (All Sections) Monday, December 10, 8:15-10:15 p.m., in Burrier 100
and 101.

PHE

207 (All Sections) Thursday, December 13, 6:00-8:00 p.m., in the Grise
Room.

PHE

322 (All Sections) Thursday, December 13, 8:15-10:15 p.m. in the Ferrell
Room.
«

PHE

300 (All Sections) Wednesday, December 12, 8:15-10:15 p.m. in the
Grise Room.

All "G" classes (classes meeting 2:15-3:15 p.m.—MW pattern) will have the final
examination on Tuesday, December 11 from 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
All "H" classes (classes meeting 3:30-4:30 p.m.—MW pattern) will have the final
examination on Tuesday, December 11 from 8:00 to 10:00 a.m.
All "J" classes (classes meeting 4:45-5:45 p.m.—MW pattern) will have the final
examination on Friday, December 14 from 2:00 to 4:00 p.m.
All "M" classes (classes meeting 8:00-9:00 a.m.—TT pattern) will have the final
examination on Wednesday, December 12 from 8:00 to 10:00 a.m.
All "O" classes (classes meeting 9:15-10:15 a.m.—TT pattern) will have the final
examination on Monday, December 10 from 8:00 to 10:00 a.m.
All "P" classes (classes meeting 10:30-11:30 a.m.—TT pattern) will have the final
examination on Wednesday, December 12 from 2:00 to 4:00 p.m.
All "R" classes (classes meeting 11:45-12:45 p.m.—TT pattern) will have the final
examination on Monday, December 10 from 2:p0 to 4:00 p.m.
All "S" classes (classes meeting 1:00-2:00 p.m.—TT pattern) will have the final
examination on Thursday, December 13 from 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
All "T" classes (classes meeting 2:15-3:15 p.m.—TT pattern) will have the final
examination on Monday, December 10 from 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
•

All "U" classes (classes meeting 3:30-4:30 p.m.—TT pattern) will have the final
examination on Friday, December 14 from 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
All "W" classes (classes meeting 4:45-5:45 p.m.—TT pattern) will have the final
examination on Thursday, December 13 from 6:00 to 8:00 p.m.
All "K" (Saturday classes) will have the final examination at their regular
class time on Saturday, December 15.
All "E" (evening classes) will have the final examination at the last regularly
scheduled class meeting during the week of December 10-14.

All "A" classes (classes meeting 8:00-9:00 a.m.—MW pattern) will have the final
examination on Friday, December 14 from 8:00 to 10:00 a.m.

NOTE:

All "B" classes (classes meeting 9:15-10:15 a.m.—MW pattern) will have the final
examination on Thursday, December 13 from 8:00 to 10:00 a.m.

Classes using a double letter will have the final examination at the time
designated for the first letter.

All "C" classes (classes meeting 10:30-11:30 a.m.—MW pattern) will have the final
examination on Tuesday, December 11 from 2:00 to 4:00 p.m.
All "D" classes (classes meeting 11:45-12:45 p.m.—MW pattern) will have the final
examination on Thursday, December 13 from 2:00 to 4:00 p.m.

Lexington minister to give message
The Reverend M. Glynn Burke,
pastor of Central Christian Church,
Lexington, will give the Christmas
message at Eastern Kentucky

All "F" classes (classes meeting 1:00-2:00 p.m.—MW pattern) will have the final
examination on Wednesday, December 12 from 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

H

University's 44th annual Hanging of the
Greens Sunday (Dec. 9).
The 4 p.m. program in Walnut Hall of
the Keen Johnson Building will include
music and scripture readings by EKU

i

students and a candlelight parade. Th
Greens ceremony is sponsored by th>
Collegiate Pentacle, the Fellowship of
Christian Athletes, the Interfratemity
Council and Sigma Nu.

Starts road trip in Tulsa

Eastern faces tall FSU
BYKENPALEN
Staff Writer
Basketball action returns to
Alumni Coliseum this Monday
night when Eastern hosts
Florida Statein a 7:30 contest.
Bob Mulcahy's Colonels then
travel to Tulsa,Oklahoma for a
match with Oral Roberts on
December 17 before readying
for the first round of the Holiday
Classic in Louisville on
December 27. Eastern's first
round opponent in the tournament will be the University of
Louisville.
Florida State will have two
starters from last years 18-8
squad returning for the 73-74
campaign. Lawrence McCray,
S'-H" senior is expected to be in
pivot for the Seminoles with 6'2" Otis Cole at a wing position.
The two accounted for a combned 26 points and 12 rebounds
per game last season, and
Florida State Coach Hugh
Durham is counting heavily
upon them to lead the Seminoles
this seaon.
Greg Grady, a 6'-9" junior
high-postman, along with S'-9"
guad Dennis Burke round out
returning lettermen for FSU.
Wayne Smalls, a freshman
from Camdon, N.J. may
emerge as a starter for Florida
State as well as Larry Warren,
who is a junior college transfer.
In the past four years Oral
Roberts has compiled a 95-17
record, twice led the nation in

scoring and twice went to the
NIT.
The entire frontline from last
years team that led he nation in
total rebounds is back. The trio,
which somewhat resembles the
skyline of Chicago, includes 6'11" David Vaughn. 6-8" Greg
McDougald and 6'-7" Eddie
Woods. Vaughn led ORUin
scoring last season with a 19.9
points per game average, and
pulled down better than 14
rebounds a contest. McDougald
averaged near 13 points per
contest with 9 rebounds while
Woods collected 12 points and 11
rebounds for season averages.
It is rumored that Vaughn may
havedropped out,causing a sigh
of relief amongst ORU opponents.
Oral Roberts backcourt
duties will be handled
by
6'-3" Sam Cant, who has been at
ORU for two years but ineligible
to play until this year. Other
newcomers expected to see a
good deal of playing time are
freshman Anthony Roberts and
JC transfer Willis Collins.
ORU-eoach Ken Trickey feels
that this years edition of the
Oral Roberts
Titans should
equal last years 23-8 mark.
The first annual Holiday
Classic, to be
played in
Louisville's Freedom Hall, will
feature Alabama,
South
Carolina, Louisville andEastern
as participants. Alabama will
face South Carolina in first

round action prior to the EKUUL game on
December 27.
The finals will be held the
following evening.
Eastern will open up the 1974
portion of their
schedule
against defending NIT champ
Virgi.ia Tech atBlacksburg on

January 3, and then visit
Huntington, W. Va. for a
January 5 contest with the
Marshall Thundering Herd.
The Colonels first '74 home
game is slated for January 19
against OVC-rival Western
Kentucky.

Bama, UL highlight
Holiday Classic
BYKENPALEN
Staff Writer
Eastern will be among the
field of teams to compete in the
first Citizens Fidelity Holiday
Classic in Louisville later this
month.
Alabama,
South
Carolina and the University
of Louisville complete the field
for this tourney set for
Freedom Hall on December 27
and 28.
The first round pairings pit
SEC power Alabama against
independent South Carolina in
the openi g game of the tournament. Eastern will meet the
Louisville Cardinals in the first
night finale.
Many basketball writers have
pegged Alabama as the team to
beat in the SEC this year.
Charles Cleveland,
Leen
Douglas and Ray Odms will be

back in uniform for the Crimson
Tide this season after taking
Alabama to NIT last spring and
compiling a 22-8 record for last
years campaign. In addition
coach CM. Newton has junior
college AH American Charley
Mitchell in mind to replace
graduated Wendall Hudson at a
forward spot. Dale Dunn will
probably be at the other forward for Alabama.
South Carolina also won 22
games last season and this year
the Gamecocks shoot for their
sixth consecutive 20 or more
wins season, and fourth consecutive post-season tournament bid.
Team captain Brian Winters
is the only senior on Frank
McGuires squad this year. Two
freshmen started for South
Carolina last season and are
expected
to
guide
the
g§ Gamecock fortunes to a large
;:•:• degree as sophomores. The
.. two, 6'-8 Alex English, and 6'|^2" Mike Dunleavy, each shot
:•:•:•: belter than 50 per cent from the
:•:•:•: field as freshman and English
§•:•: was named to the NCAA mid§:•: east regional team last spring.
:•:•:!': Mark Greiner, 6'-6", and 6'-7"
': Bob Mathias are expected to
; start in the swing slots for South
i Carolina.
Eastern's first round op
■jponent, Louisville, will have
;•:. four starters from last season's
[23-7 squad back. Juniors Allen
j Murphy, Junior Bridgeman and
' Terry Howard lead the Cardinal
R¥KW
attack along with fi'-i" senior
forward Bill Butler. Both Ike
Whitfield and Wesley Cox are
contending for the starting post
position for UL. Murphy and
Bridgeman were named AllMVC
last
season
as
sophomores.
Cardinal coach Denny Crum
while the freestyle relay of
Miles , Wally Esser, Tingley, has compiled an overall 49-12
and Stapleton covered the record at Louisville in two years
at the helm and expects this to
course in 3:18.1.
The next day, against be another great year for the
Louisville, junior diver Jim Cardinals.
Tickets for the tourney are
Sherwood captured two events,
winning both diving com- available from the Alumni
petitions, edging teammate Coliseum ticket office, or at
Freedom Hall in Louisville.
(Continued on Page B-2)
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wimmers romp twice to run
season record to three wins

EASTERN GUARD Carl Brown proved to Indiana State on a
couple of occasions last Saturday night that he can play underneath with the big men (Upper left » Brown starts his move
to the basket with an inside take to the right as ISU defenders

Carl Macon (40) and R.T. Greene (5) close in. (Upper right)
Brown then reverses with an outside move between Greene
deft) and Rick Williams (right) and frees himself (lower) for a
lay in shot off the glass over Macon.

Eastern's Eels added two
more opponents to their list of
victimes this past weekend to
run their victory string to three
without a loss. On Friday night
the Eels downed Riviera Swim
Club of Indianapolis60-35, and on
Saturday afternoon
they
downed the University of
Louisville 77-35.
Sophomore Tom Linneweber
was named as the outstanding
Eel of the weekend as he had
two career best swims. Against
Riviera he swam the 200 yard
butterfly in 2:03.8 to finish
second to teammate Chris
Smith, who had a 2:01 8. Also, in
the same meet, Linneweber
swam the 100 butterfly leg of the
Medley Relay in 55.3, one
second below his best. Against
Louisville the next day, he was
timed in 10:50.9 in the 1000 yard
freestyle, which is among his
best times.
Against Riviera, winners for
Eastern included J.B. Hughes,
who had a 22.3 in the 50 sprint.

Carl Brown powers Eastern past ISU
BY BILLSTAPLETON
Staff Writer
A new coach. a new team. and
an explosive sophomore guard
were unveiled to Eastern fans
last Saturday night, and the
results were, to say the least.
promising
Playing under a new coach.
Bob Mulcahy. and with three
new starters in the line-up. the
Colonels downed Indiana State
86-82 in the first game of a
schedule which is. one' of the
toughest inphe school's hist6r> .
according to Eastern officials
What the Colonels lacked in
heighth 'tltefroni ime averages
6"6"'. they made up for in
quickness and speed, and
moved out
to a quick 20-10
lead in the first ten minutes
Senior forward Robert Brooks
was the driving force in the first
few minutes as he scored six of
Eastern s first 12 points. But in

the end. it was 6'4" sophomore
guard Carl Brown, who stole the
show. He connected on 12 of 23
field goals attempts and hit on
10 free throws in as many tries
for 34 points.
With his team facing Indiana
State's man-to-man defense.
Mulcahy employed a one-threeone offense, putting Brown on
jhe baseline to work against the
smaller ISU guard
The
strategy paid off as Brown
continually found himself open
under the basket "There's not
'many guards around who can
guard Carl one'on one." said
Mulcahy " Indiana State found
' that oui and were forced ....J ..
zone
That, combined with the
strong rebounding of Brooks
and senior Rick Stansel. timely
baskets by center. Howard
Brown, and the play making of
junior guafti Ron Smith, gave
(he Colonels a 42-37 half time

The play of Howard Brown
lead Eastern held the hot hand Brown came back with six
throughout the first half, hitting straight points from in close was also a pleasant surprise to
46 percent from the field, while whil« ^rooks and Carl Brown Mulcahy. Brown sat out last
the cooler'shooting Sycamores added
.kets and the home year due to transferring from
Carolina
State
could only manage 39 percent. team was back on top 56-55. .South
The pressure of Eastern's They never relinquished the College 'This was his first
defense, led by guards Smith lead, despite being in constant college game," said Mulcahy.
and Brown, forced the ISU foul trouble during much of the His year lay off set him back in
his development, but he's
guards farther out. thus contest.
preventing their star 6-7. forIn fact, six of the eight making progress and did a fine
ward. Carl Macon. from getting players who saw action for the job against ISU."
Brdbks led all players in
the ball close to the basket He Colonels ended with four or
had only five points at the half more "fouls, with Smith and rebounds, pulling down 13, and
The slack, however, was taken Stansel fouliqgout and Carl and poured through 16 points.
One of .the keys to the game,
up by forward Rick Williams, Howard Brown. Brooks. a|d
who- tallied 11 points arid six- 'G.W. Newsom finishing with for Eastern was its foul
rebounds, and tonun-ualK' fout
.
.
, ■
. shooting. The Colonels hit'on 20.,
harrassed Eastern's big mpn,
>
,Newsom
and guard Dennis yof 22 attempts from the line, a.91
rbour came off the bench percent pace.
••We've*had a lot of support
Indiana
' state adjusted in when Howard Brown got into
the second .half and took foul trouble and when Smith from everyone at Eastern and
command in the early stages
fouled out and did com- in Richmond, said Mulcahy.
Led by Williams and the mendable jobs, according to "And we appreciate that. We
rejuvenated
Macon.
the Mulcahy Barbour came in for realize that our schedule is
Sycamores, scored 16 points to the last four minutes and tough, but we've proven that
Eastern's four and led 53-46 worked well with Brown in one game is not out of reach, so
mavbe the rest aren t. either."
with 1«JB| left But Howard controlling the ball.

That was his best time of the
year, and among his career
best. Senior Bill Stapleton won
the 100 free in 49.2 while senior
Bill Tingley won the 200 back in
2:00.5. Both of Eastern's relays
won, also. The Medley composed of Bill Tingley, Tom
Javins, Smith, and Kevin Miles
swam the 400 yards in 3:41.1

Stambaugh wins at Morehead

PIKES take IM volleyball
with victory over OKNY
BY SAM WHITE
Staff Writer
Intramural volleyball action
was concluded
earlier this
week. The finale pitted
OKNY,the independent champ,
against Pi Kappa Alpha, the
fraternity winner. The Pikes
took the match from OKNY but
not without a struggle.
The greek representatives
won the first game 15-3. They
were forced to play catch-up in
the second contest before finally
nipping OKNY, 16-14 for the
campus championship.
All-year trophy points at the
close of the semester show
several strong leaders. OKNY
is the present independent
leader with 1040 points, followed
by Grog; Pi Kappa Alpha is the
fraternity front-runner with
1415 points, as Theta Chi holds
down second: 12-Pack is the.
current housing leader with 645
points.
The female portion of the
raquetball club participated in
the 2nd Annual Eastern Kentucky
WoTnen's
Singles
Championship tourney held ai
defeated club' rrfember;Tneresa
Darlandin a close match for the
title.
' :
'1
Before this "finale, the
eventual winner took ,(jhree
matches from other opponents
In the doubles bracket,
Stambaugh and Darland beat
Sandy Smallwood and Debbie
Baker for the doubles crown.
This final match also consisted

of all EKU raquetball club
members..
The next IM deadline entry is
slated to be ever-popular
basketball. Roundball entries

open danuary 7 and close at 4
p.m., January Uth. The team
managers meeting will be
Monday, January 14th, at 4 p.m.
in Begley 156.

A f" Kappa Alpha player sends a spike toward Theta Chi
defenders in recent volleyball action
The Pikes went on
to win the campus championship with a victory
over
Independent champion OKNY. PKA and OKNY lead in overall
IM points as the first semester comes to a close.
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Thompson,Thorrtes are
k All-OVC

SPORTS
DOA/NCT"
BY MIT WILSON

The All-OVC football squads
have been announced for the '73
season and Western Ky. and
Murray swept most of the
honors with nine and seven first
team players, respectively.
Eastern . Morehead and East
Tennessee each had two.
For Eastern, Alfred Thompson was on the first team offense and Rich Thomas was on
the first team defense. Eastern
did have several players on the
second team on both offense and
defense with John Revere
named as second team wide

SKMITS EDITOR

Must stop the fouls
One is a lot sweeter than none. That's probably
what many people think about Eastern's basketball
team. The Colonels emerged with an 86-82 victory over Indiana State last Saturday night and
hopefull will continue to play that kind of
basketball, perhaps with a few exception
For one thing the Colonels foul too much. Coach
Bob Mulcahy has some depth but fouls of the
nature of those last Saturday are not good.
Eastern committed too many silly fouls away from
the basket and on rebounds when it was too late.
Naturally these fouls might be
attributed
to first game jitters and Mulcahy most likely will
have them under control before long.
The Colonels dominatedinside play all night long
especially in the second half when they did not
allow ISU a field goal within ten feet of the goal.
That's right, every point the Sycamores earned
came for the outside while at the opposite end of the
court Eastern scored almost all their points from
within five feet of the basket. Howard Brown hit a
10-foot jump shot early in the last half and that was
the longest shot of the half for the Colonels
Like what was said earlier, one is sweeter
than none holds true for the Eastern' schedule
before the OVC starts. The Colonels faced
Maryland last night and now must face Florida
State Monday night before starting a horrible road
trip through the rest of December and the middle of
January.
The Colonels go to Oral Roberts,
Louisville for the Citizen's Classic, Virginia Tech,
Marshall and then begin the conference race on the
road against Murray and Austin Peay before
returning to Alumni Coliseum to play Western Jan.
19.
I have an apology to make. First to all readers
for not being fair and then to the swimming team
for the same reason . A few weeks ago I stated that
the women's volleyball team was one the best on
campus, possibly the best. At that time I didn't
take the swimming team into account. After seeing
them perform last Friday night against Riveria
Swim Club of Indianapolis I see what a mistake I
made. I apologize to you, Eels for overlooking
one of the longest and most powerful dynasties in
Kentucky -sports.
' Another of uftos% I need to apologize in Don
Combs, coach of the Eels. Combs is the maker of
the dynasty which has one the Ky. Intercollegiate
championships in swimming the past eleven years
and it appears it will happen again.
I shouldn't make a statement of what teams are
the best or are the worst. The athletic program is
all one team and as a writer I shouldn't distinguish
between sports, therefore I apoligize to all
coaches , players and fans.
i

reciever. Also making the Defensive Player of the Year. 128 yards rushing puts him at
second team offense were Schuster's coach, Jimmy Feix, third place in total offense for
tackle Robin Hatley and guard the head coach of the Hilltop- the OVC. McCarthy also had the
completion
John Rogers. Joe Evans, a pers was named OVC Coach of second hiehest
defensive end, and def. tackle the Year. All conference picks percentage by hitting 55 per
Junior Hardin were also added were selections of the coaches cent of his passes.
to the list of honorees. Reciving and not of the press.
One of McCarthy's favorite
honorable
mention
for
In final statistics, several targets, John Revere, finished
linebacker chores was Harvey Eastern players finished high in third in the OVC in total
Jones.
their respective categories. reception yards with 572. He
Alan Chadwick, quarterback Alfred Thompson was near the was fourth in receptions with 37.
for the East Tennessee Bucs top in three areas. Thompson Revere average 3.3 catches per
was named Offensive Player of was second in rushing with 1,210 game to rank fifth in the conthe Year in the OVC while yards, second in scoring with 80 ference in that area. Revere
Lonnie Schuster, of champion total points, and he was eighth was fourth in kickoff returns
Western was named the in total offense with his 1,210 with an average of 21.4 yards
yards from rushing. Jeff per return.
The only new OVC record set
McCarthy was third in two
categories. He had 1371 yards in by a Colonel this season was in
the air with an average of eight the last game against Morehead
completions a game. His when Thompson carried the ball
passing yardage along with his 43 times.

Wrestlers need to get
aggressive against UK
The Eastern
Kentucky
University wrestling team hosts
the University of Kentucky
Saturday in an attempt to gain
its first victory of the season.

KATHY EICHER of Kappa Alpha Theta reaches for the ball
during the championship game of the TKE Women's Basketball
Tourney. Chi Omega squeaked a 24-23 win over the Theta's to
take the title.

Tomatoes, Chi O's win in

THUR - FRI - SAT AND SUNDAY

Maryland demolishes
Colonels, 106-57

$1

off

GREG SCHEPMAN goes up for a jump shot and is fouled by a
Southeastern Community College player in last Saturday nights
JV game.
Don
Morris (32) moves into position for the
possible rebound.

Junior Varsity team tolls

Eastern's talent-laden juniorvarsity squad rolled past
Southeast Community College
105-52, in the baby-Colonels
opener prior to the varsity
contest last Saturday night. The
score of 52-43 over Delta
JVs were led by freshmen Tony
Upsilon.
York, who scored 17 points and
The TKE tournament lasted
Don Morris who added 15 points
for a week and consisted of a
and nine rebounds.
total of twenty-five teams.
The JVs led their smaller
opponents on the boards with a
63-30 margin. 13 players saw
action for Eastern and 12 of
them scored with six hitting for
double figures. Wayne Glenn a
substitute guard had 12 points
The University of Maryland large lead that was never while starters Mike Oyer and
Greg Schepman had 11 and 10
romped to a 106-57 victory over threatened.
respectively. Soph Lonnie
Eastern last night before over
Coach Bob Mulcahy of Turner had 10 points and 5
13.000 fans at Cole Field House
in College Park last night. Tom Eastern, who was led by Robert rebounds despite playing less
McMillen led the Terrapin Brooks 17 points, said, "We got than 15 minutes.
There was never any doubt of
surge with 26 points and John embarrassed. We have to
Lucas with 24. Several other regroup. Another tough one is the outcome as the Colonels
Terps were in double figures. coming Monday. Our young t ook an early lead and built up a
Maryland, coming off
one people learned a lot tonight, so 52-21 halftime margin. Eastern
point loss to Bill Walton and his we hope to return to last shot 47 per cent from the field
UCLA teammates, seemed to Saturday's form." Mulcahy while their hapless opponets
take it out on the helpless also called Maryland "a great shot only 32 per cent.
The baby-Colonels next opColonels as they jumped off to a basketball team."

TKE roundball tourney
In the seventh annual TKE
basketball tournament, the
Tomatoes beat the TKE's for
the TKE tournament championship, 49-39.
Tomatoes
scored nine straight points in
the last minute and a half
to sew up the win, which was
very close the whole game.
In the sororities division. Chi
Omega beat Kappa Alpha
Theta, 24-23.
This game
however, wasn't decided until
the last ten seconds.
In the Independent divisonl.
Tomatoes beat the Stringbeans
for the title by the score of 52-51.
In the fraternity bracket, the
TKE's wo n their divison by the

Eastern was upended 30-9 last
Wednesday in Oxford, Ohio, by
the Miami wrestlers.
"We were real pleased with
the performances of Steve
Wallace, Marvin Alston, Dennis
Perkins and Chris Reeder,"
noted Handlan. "Other than
Perkins, the rest of our people
lost because they weren't
aggressive."
Individual Eastern wins came
when
Alstott
decisioned
Miami's Rich Madson, 8-4;
Wallace decisioned Larry
Sullivan of MU, 5-4; and Reeder
decisioned the Redskins' Jim
Darwal, 7-5.
The University of Tennessee
defeated the Colonel wrestlers,
38-6, last Friday to drop EKU's
season record to 0-2. Eastern's
points came as a result of a
forfeit in the heavy weight
class.

"What our kids have got to do
is become aggressive or its
going to be a long season,"
EKU wrestling coach, Joe
Handlan said.
Handlan did, however, have
praise for the efforts of Eastern
wrestlers Dennis Perkins and
Mike Mussman, who both
barely lost their matches.
Saturday's match with UK is
cheduled to begin at 2 p.m. in
Alumni Coliseum. There is no
admission charge and the
public is invited to attend.

ponent will be Kentucky
Business College prior to the
Eastern-Florida State varsity
game. Over Christmas break
the JVs will face Lees Junior

College and the Marshall JV s
squad before returning to
Alumni Coliseum to play Ky.
Business College again prior to
the Eastern-Western game.

Swimmers romp
(Continued from Page B-l)
Paul Meador in both. Terry
Stoddard won one of his
specialities, the 1000, in 10:39.6;
Stapleton won a narrow
decision over Esser in the 200
with a time of 1:51.918 as
compared to Esser's 1:51.928;
and freshman Lenny Wanchock
won the 50 in 23.8.
Miles continued Eastern's
domination by winning the 100
in 49.7 while freshman Jim
Cropley won the 200 breast in
2:32.1.
"We had several people who
had fine swims," said head
coach Donald Combs. Tom
Linneweber and Chris Smith
both swam particularly well.

But as a team we didn't swim as
well as we are capable. We're
not particularly interested at
this stage in the swimmers
competing against other people
but rather that they compete
against themselves. In other
words, they should try to better
their times and strive to improve themselves."
Eastern will not swim again
until January 3rd when they
entertain Denison College.
TTireedays later they will travel
lo Knoxville to compete in the
University
of Tennessee
Relays. Also competing will be
Tennessee, Auburn, Cincinnati,
L.S.U.. and others.

13" PIZZA

Value 2.85 or over

20%

20%

OFF
ENTIRE
STORE

OFF
ENTIRE
STORE

Good thru

$1

Off

Dec. M

15" PIZZA

Value 3.85 or over
Good thru

Buy Your Christmas

Dec. M

CT tlfr*

OPEN 10:30 Till 9: P.M.
I*

SUN - 12:00 Till 5 P.M.

SPANISH HUT
?90 South 2nd Street

Royal or Imperial

Good Dec 7-8-9

■-

-•

' ■

EXPIRES MIDNIGHT SUN.
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623-2264
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with purchase of

FREE LARGE DRINK

EASTEN BY—PASS
KICHMONI

.

DRIVE CAREFULLY

and Fries

Presents And Save II

_

SEASON'S GREETINGS

HE»^ Cv3UKI«T*!A3
PIZZA
FROM THE
HUT
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7 a.m.-Midnight Surr.-Thurs.
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If Wally gets much better,
Ed. Note: This story appeared
in the Chicago Tribune
November 8, and now through
the courtesy of the Tribune the
Progress is running the story
written by Don Pierson. Wally
Chambers graduated from
Eastern last year after being oh
several All-American squads
and was the Chicago Bears first
draft choice in the 73 draft.

up here. In college, our team
wasn't taught that. These guys
are good at it, too," Chambers
said.
Against Green Bay a few
Sundays ago. Chambers put a

Chambers is getting double
teamed on nearly every play,
especially when he lines up over
the center, something the Bears
have him doing more oten now.
"That's my biggest problem.
Working over the center," said
Chambers. "I did it in college,
but I was free to do what I
wanted then. Now we're more
disciplined. I'm still playing a
little too high on the center.
"I'm lifting weights now
because strength and quickness
are so important. I'd rather
play over a big guy, because the
smaller ones cut me down. I'm
learning new tricks and certain
things to do against certain
players every week, but
strength and quickness are the
main things."

Tackle Jim Osborne, who
plays next to Chambers, leads
with nine. Osborne gives a lot of
the credit to Chambers. "They
double team him and leave me
alone," he said.
End Mel Tom, who plays on
the other side of Chambers has
four in two games. "Chambers'
does some fantastic things for a
rookie," marveled Tom,_ who
played six years for the Eagles.
"We never had anybody this
good in Philadelphia."
Chambers has seven sacks
and End Tony McGee, who
switched from the right side to
fill Willie Hoi man's left end
spot, has only one.
Does Chambers think about

making Rookie of the Tear?
"I'lljust play the best I can
and let the chip* fall where they
may," Chambers said. "From
what I've heard, it'* a touup
among a few guys. I guess in
the National Conference I'm
running neck and neck with
(Chuck) Foreman (of Minnesota)."
Foreman plays offense,
however, and won't compete
against Chambers in most
rookie polls.
If it were left up to Chambers'
opponents, they wouldn't vote
him Rookie of the Year anyway.
That's for kids and Chambers
hasn't played like a rookie all
year.

Wally Chambers, praised by
opponents for his strength and
quickness, is working to improve his strength and
quickness. If he gets much
better, they'll have to legalize
tackling by offensive linemen,
which is the only way some
guards have been able to slow
up the Bears' rookie defensive
tackle anyway.
Wally Chambers
"It's incredible that someone
Chambers is almost solely
that big is that fast," said move on Packer guard Bill responsible for the Bears'
Guard
John
Wilbur of Lueck that left Lueck flat-footed dramatic improvement in
the Washington Redskins.
and red-faced. Lueck didn't quarterback sacks. The total for
"He's extremely strong and know what to do, so he turned all 14 games last season was 23,
quick," said Coach Bud Grant around and tackled Chambers. woefully weak, Gibron said.
of the Minnesota Vikings.
The referee had no choice but to After seven games this year,
"He's always hustling. He's call no choice but to call the Bears already had 23 and
strongand has good quickness," holding. "It was a nice tackle, now have 27. "We're ahead of
said guard Ed White of the too," said Bear Coach Abe our goal of three a game," said
Gibron.
Vikings.
Gibron.
"I'm lifting weights to get
BRIAN ROBINSON of the Tomatoes applies
49-39 to gain the championship. Grog, Harem
stronger. The things I want to
STOP IN AND VISIT US
defensive pressure on Dave Overmeyer of
and the Stringbeans fell victim to the
improve are my strength and
FOR
ALL YOUR GIFT SELECTIONS.
TKE in the final game of the TKE basketball
Tomatoes in route to the finals.
quickness. I find I have more
tournament. The Tomatoes rolled over TKE
trouble against little guys who
GIFTS-SORORITY GIFTS
are strong and quick," Wally
Chambers said yesterday.
TV RADIO STERO REPAIR
But Wally, you already are
strong and quick and you weigh
APPLIANCES
255 pounds and you're 6 feet, 6
inches tall. You mean you're
See our Lions. Owls, Lady Bugs,
"With
games we played,
going to get better?
The
Eastern
women's
"We. didn't play up to our
volleyball team returned from ability," says junior Melody the experience and lessons
"I hope so," said Wally.
Turtles, Ducks, and Squirrels.
Greenville, North Carolina Middleton, "and it hurt learned from this regional,"
Several weeks ago after
with a 3rd place victory in the everyone to end the season this says Dr. Polvino, "we should be breaking into the National
regionals. Winthrop College way, but it is hard to defend a able to compete among the Football League by flying all
Register for FREE MERCHANDISE
won the tournament while the title."
over the field and reminding
best."
Use our Layaway Plan
people of the big Alan Page,
University of Tennessee placed
Chambes revealed that he felt
2nd.
"disappointed" because he
The Eastern team which won
the regionals last year, won
wasn't making every tackle like
games against Duke Univerhe used to at Eastern Kentucky.
Last week tryouts were held tourney are Barbara Buck,
sity, Coker College, and East
"I've lost that feeling,"
Wallace's Bookstore
Mennonite College and lost to for the '74 women's basketball Bernie Kok, Barbara Lisehora, Chffnbers confessed yesterday.
Phont
Lynne
Morris,
Brenda
Ross,
Main
St.
team
and
head
coach
Paula
Memphis State University and
"I've made up my mind that the
292 South Stcond St.
Vickie
Stambaugh. players in the pros are just
Welch has reduced her squad and
UT.
6232390
Richmond, Ky.
on* block off campus
According to Coach Geri down to 14. This will be the team Newcomers to this years team better than the ones in college.
Polvino, all of the teams in the she will send against the (this being Coach Welch's first I'm pretty satisfed by the way
a^^^^^^^^^^«a»o^^^i^^^»a>^^«a»«a>«»^aBi^^^<B»^^^^^^ia»>^^^a»*d»«I
regional tournament had im- University of Tennessee, in the year at the helm) are Dee I've been playing."
proved since last year in floor women's opener January 15in Bennett, Debbie Buck, Sharon
The thing that's really difCoppock, Scarlet Lake, Velma ferent from college, however, is
coverage and spiking. She feels Know ille
Lehmann, Patty Lisehora, the amount of holding that goes
thai her team showed skill and
Returning from last years Marcia Mueller and Peggy on in the pros. Chambers said.
technique but misplaced their
squad that won the state Weaver.
competitive spirit and drive.
"Seem like they teach holding

Mirror, Mirror
on the wall

w/io pays the most
of them all

Volleyballers fail to repeat

DOWNTOWN

Welch has her squad
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Joe College can; handicapped cannot

Difficulties arise for handicapped students on step-steeped campus
BYJL'LIEHOVT
/Staff Writer
0n*3 typical day, Joe College,
Eastern's model student, may
go to class, drop in at the grill to
have a bite to eat, and rap with
some friends. His evening life
might include a trek to the
library to research a paper. Or.
instuid. he may even decide to
check out the Campus Flick
At any rate. Joe College has
goals that any Eastern student
may have--to work -toward the
completion of his degree or
iraining. and to cash in on what
social and cultural life exists on
campus

However, many students with
the same goals as Joe College
may not have the equal chance
to achieve them, or if he does it
may
be by overcoming
problems and barriers many
people do not encounter in the
course of their regular life style.
This student may be handicapped. He might have been
one of the 100,000 babies born
with crippling birth defects He
could also be a victim in an
automobile or industrial accident. Many veterans return
from war disabled.
There are also the blind.
Ten percent of all Americans
suffer from one of the handicaps

just mentioned. A flight of steps classes are in the University a handicapped student. Mrs. University Business last serious problems. When asked because they say they can't
may stop him from seeing a Building.
Crockett served on the com- October.
if she had any problems dealing treat me because I am a
movie, or hear a series of lecStudents with a disability 'mittee.
The article in this magazine, with her major (Nursing) she diabetic." Refrigerators also
tures required for a class in the preventing
A woman's room would cost written by Bernadette Dor an. replied "No, not really. Diave used to be a problem. However,
them from
Brock Theatre.
enrolling in a regular physical roughly $675.00 to convert. This also mentioned a class project not had that many problems... I they are much easier to obtain
The John Grant Crabbe education course are required included rennovation of the organized by the
senior ' have to watch how I say cer- now, than before.
Library, referred to in one of to take adapted physical light switches and phones to class at Ohio State University. tainthings to be sure it comes
The Rehabilitation Center,
Eastern's
brochures education. Someone looking up make them within reach of a $75,000 was raised to qualify for out right."
located on the second floor,
a
confined
to
a a 300,000 grant through
She went on to add, "The only Wallace Building, has reel-to«
the
"Universjty's the course in the Schedule of person
wheelchair.
The
removal
of
the
Classes
might
wonder
why
a
HEW's
Rehabilitation main problem I have is being reel tapes people with severe
academic heart"
does not
The self conscious. You have to visual disabilities
can
have an accessable entrance section adapted for the regular vanity, pipe insulation ( Services Commission.
that these students are allowed physically handicapped (or to avoid scalding a person money will be used to renovate make an effort not to dwell on listen to. A teacher who knows
disabled) meets on the
third sitting in a wheelchair) and the campus by removing yourself too much, to try to be that a student has a hearing
to use.
installing a special study carrel architectual
barriers, and concerned about other people problem may list more things
floor
of
the
weaver
Building
Other inaccessible areas
adding ramps to provide access andproblems
I'm hesitant on the board.
include the Cammack and which does not have an elevator would also entail cost.
However,
the
greatest
University Buildings. Most of and plenty of steps. Said one
Because
men's dor- to all areas on OSU's campus. about going out on dates-I'm
The
University
of
Kentucky
problem
the
handicapped
always
afraid
to
say
something.
the language and art classes are student confined to crutches,
mitories do not contain sinks,
People can also constitue a person may have is outlook of
currently in Cammack, and all "There are so many steps on the rennovation cost would be has facilities, such as braille
elevator buttons, more ramps, problem.
"The
main society.
of the history and civilization this campus, it's ridiculous." somewhat less, at $490.00
lowered phones, and drinking problem
"An ideal has been portrayed
is
little
kids.
Rennovatioon
is
more
ex• A law passed in 1970 requires
fountains, for students in wheel They come up and ask, 'why do in our society." Mrs. Sena
pensive
than
putting
in
the
that all public buildings built
chairs
you talk so funny?' I mean, Sword, Rehabilitation Counsince then must be accessible to equipment when the rest of the
selor in the Wallace Building
the handicapped. As a result, building is under construction.
What can Eastern do to make what can you say?"
One
Eastern
student,
a
said.
"The handicaps are
In
an
article
reprinted
from
some of the buildings on
its facilities more accessable to
diabetic had the gripe, "The different, especially a visual
Eastern's campus are ac- the April 20,1970 issue of The the handicapped student?
cessable. The Burrier Buiding, Jurnal of the Americal Medical
Dr. J.C. Powell, Vice infirmiry 1 don't like too much (visible) handicap."
University Building, Wallace Association, this statement was
President for Administration
Building, and the new Jane F. made: "It (accesibility) costs no
stated, "Anything that is built
Campbell Fine Arts Building more when added at the
will have facilities....That is the
planning stage). But to hanare such examples.
law."
dicapped
it can represent
These facilities are required the
When asked if any dordiffernce
between
to have either street-level ac- welfasin and self-sufficiency,
mitories were planned for
cess, or ramp doors of the between
rejection
and construction in the near hrtre,
he replied negatively, but if
proper
width, and lavatory belonging."
facilities on every floor for both
anymore were to be built, they
many and other European
Besides the paraplegic, there would be located near Telford
BY T.G. MOORE
sexes, among other details.
countries,
the
dollar
Fine Arts Editor
Most of the paraplegic (a.e. are the pople with "Invisable" or Keene Halls.
Concerning the classes
succeptible to architectual handicaps. Examples of these
Students needing work next devaluation is, paradoxiacally,
barriers) are placed in either may include individuals with currently held in buildings summer and looking for any an advantage to American
Case or Martin Hall, as fresh- hearing loss, diabetics, visual inaccessible to handicapped opportunity to travel, should students who work abroad.
men. None of the dormitories problems, epileptic and cardiac students, Dr. Powell suggested look into the situation in Ger- When an American is paid for
dormitories on
campus patients.
rescheduling some sections to a many, according to Dr. Ursel his or her work in German
So, what can be done? How do
more accessible facility. The Boyd, professor of foreign marks, the money results in
contain interior adaptations for
American dollars totalling
the handicapped-such as toilet other universities cope with
history and social science languages.
and shower stalls, lowered these problems? And, closer
courses, two of which are
During a recent interview on several times the original
to home, what has Eastern done
required in every four year WEKU-FM's "888.9 Round- amount whenexchanged before
drinking fountains, etc.
to
make
its
campus
more
acprogram currently all held in table," Dr. Boyd explained the departing Europe.
"We give
them the very
cesible
to
the
handicapped?
the University Building, which various aspects of traveling to
best
we have to offer."
Dr. Boyd said the only initial
is totally inaccessible to the Germany for summer work.
commented
Jeanette
W.
cost
of such an adventure is
Some universities have
student in a wheel chair.
Crockett, Director of Women's
Dr. Boyd acts as an in- approximately $300, which
traditionally
made
it
point
to
Students
with
other
"intermediary for students who includes
Housing. "It's up to them to
round-trip air
visible" handicaps also have wish to go to Germay, locating
talk to their advisor." she ad- be innovators in catering to the
fare and the various travelling
handicapped.
One
such
their
problems
and
ways
of
jobs, assisting in the paperwork charges.
ded, in reference to problems a
Once in Germany
dealing with them. They may involved, making contacts and
student may have in getting example is the University of
however, students usually find
Illinois,
located
in
Champaign,
have
a
hearing
problem
that
findingplaces for the student to
around to his classes.
selfHofstra
may only require special live while in Germany. She themselves
A cost analysis had has been 111; another is
sufficient.
University,
in
Hempstead,
N.Y.
seating
in
class.
said several Eastern students
done on what it would cost the
i
The buildings on these
"The only thing I do is sit near go to work in Germany each
University to convert one room
Outlining the various cultural
campuses are accessable, so
the
front.''
commented
one
summer.
'to make it ideally accessible to
advantages and vocational opthat handicapped students are
student with a hearing problem.
There are several conditions portunities available to inargely self-sufficient,
Another student, with a
minted
out
in
College
speech defect has not had any a student must fulfill before terested students, Dr. Boyd also
attempting to work abroad, commented on the social
she pointed out. Twelve hours aspects. She said there are
of study in the respective many place for young people to
lauguage is preferred of the go in Germany and enjoy a good
student although, Dr. Boyd time with their peers. She said
added, some students have been many times a student who has
successful with fewer
than worked in Germany one sumtwelve hours of work in the mer will return to Europe either
to work again or to study'here.
language.

Achtung, studenten!

European scene good

RADIO SHACK

BOOKS

University Shopping Center

WIDE SELECTION

used books of all types

THE PAPER BACK EXCHANGE

Featuring

At The Tai Sign

228 W. IRVINE STREET
RICHMOND
HOURS 11 6 M-Fri 10-4 Sat.

STEREO EQUIPMENT
SONY — MARANTZ — DUAL

Dr.Boyd explained that most

Campus darkens

students find jobs wich involved
manual labor, such as in an
autmobile factory, or work in
tourist resort areas, such as
in Bavaria. She said although
the language factor indeed nOWPr
ffll'llirp
limits the student somewhat in MUVVC
the typeof work, in most cases
BY T.G. MOORE
students are unable to choose
___/7Ktheir work as well as the
The entire campus was
luuM^ ./locating in Germany.
drained of heat and light last
There is a current shortage of week as the result of a massive '
workers in most European power failure early Thursday
countries, said Dr. Boyd .which morning (Nov. 29). Students
accounts for the ease in locating who were awake between 12:30
work for students abroad. She and 1.00 Thursday morning saw
said that many of the student the lights across the campus
she
assists live in Germany begin slowly to dim and finally
with native families who time disappear completely.
Chad Middleton, director of
the speak little or no English.
Dr. Boyd pointed out that the division of building and
although
the
current grounds, said the blackout was
devaluation of the American the result of a short in one of the
dollar in Europe is a hinderance university's four 4,160 volt
to American tourists in Ger- (Continued o„ Page Five)

during Thursday
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Will the student boy who
witnessed accident, and helped
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FREE
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Johnny Bench to emcee Miss Eastern Pageant
Johnny Bench, Cincinnati
Reds baseball great, will be
master of ceremonies and the
star "attraction for the 1974
Miss Eastern Pageant to be
held February 12.
Bench,

however, is only one of the new
attractions for the pageant,
which is usually emceed by a
former Miss Kentucky.
Pageant plans also include
using the EKU stage band for

music in the pageant rather
than using a combo as in the
past. The band will provide all
the music for the pageant except for talent accompaniment
Pam Peyton, Assistant Director

"Dixieland Belles and Blues"
of Student Activities and
Organizations, said that she felt , has been chosen as the theme
and
the stage band would give a for the pageant,
"bigger sound" being composed Southern stage settings and the
of 19 pieces rather than five as use of jazz music is being
planned . Joe Hambrick of the
in the combo.
EKU music department is
helping in planning the music.
The pageant is being planned
by various committees which
are made up three members
from each sorority.
The
Floriculture and Floristry will Panhellenic Council is serving
be added.
as the head committee and is
The departments of Industrial spearheading
the
plan
Education and Industrial T s. Twenty six girls are going
echnology which have merged ,
requested
and
received
approval
for
redesignationof all IED and INT
courses under the single prefix
of IET.
The A.A. programs, Applied
Electronics Technology and
Electronics Technology have
Permission was granted the
been discontinued, with' the
College
of Arts and Sciences to
addition of A.A. degrees in
Industrial
Electronics change the departmental title of
Anthropology Sociolology and
Technology, Electricalpower
Social
Work. It was thought
Technology, computer Electhat
since
the proportion of
tronics
Technology
and
Instrumentation
Electronics majors in the department is
greater in the social work area
Technology.

Faculty Senate approves AC's proposals
The Faculty Senate in its last
meeting of the semester, approved
all
the
recommendations of the Academic

Council with few changes. The
recommendations, which included new programs, majors,
associate degrees and deletions

Campus blackout due
to manhole leakage
(Continued from K-n
power lines. Apparently, he
said, water from the recent
deluge of rain had leaked into
the cable casing, causing the
electrical short-out.
Middleton said that the short
in the power line placed an
electrical strain on the
remaining three cables, causing
them to blow their safety fuses.
Thus, for a while, the campus
was without power save for the
lights in emergency exits which
were powered by special
generators.
The troublespot, said Middleton, was located inside a
manhole near the Carter
building. Middleton said that
building and grounds workers in
the furnace room were the first
to notice the coming loss of
power. He said they called him
at home and also alerted
campus security to the
blackout.
Repair of the shorted line was
at first a problem of determining the location of the shortout . This was done by a trial and
error method of checking the
switches for each area of the
campus until the right one was
found. Middleton said that it
was sometime before the exact
location of the short could be
determined.
After necessary repairs were
made and fuses replaced, power
was restored to the campus
between 6:30 and 7:00 a.m.,
however, power was off in
several campus buildings
throughout the remainder of the
day for safety checks.
Middleton made no damage
estimate resulting from the
black-out although university
officials have said that the
power failure caused no permanent damage.
One of the by-products of the
black-out was the outpouring of
many students into the streets
in search of entertainment to
pass the time during the loss of
power. Large groups of male

students were seen loitering
outside several of the women's
dormitories attempting to
persuade the female students to
join them in the celebration.
Several students brought their
musical instruments with them
and turned the dark event into a
night
of
serenade
and
merriment.

of courses are as follows:
In the College of
Arts and
Technology | Department of
Agriculture, area major options
in Technical Agriculture will
include
agriculture
mechanization, agronomy and
natural resources, dairy herd
management,
farm
management, livestock
production and vocational
agriculture
teaching
prepatory
curriculum.
Area major options in Horticulture at the Baccalaureate
level, approved were ornamental horticulture and
turfgrass production. A twoyear program leading to the
Associate of Arts degree in

4 mil.. Iw*l on Ui. 1J
taraa IM< - Ph. MX-17U

TONIGHT & SUNDAY

Rated R Adults

"Suburban
Wives"

then will be offered to the Richmond community..

CLA.IVIFXJ-S MOVIE
■ ■■■.M ->■

» i
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M

McBride. Richmond.
A total of 15 organizations
sponsored contestants for the
preliminaries.
Tickets for the pageant will be

Permission granted for

departmental title change
that in the other two areas, the
major should be indicated in the
title of the department.

Or french fries. Or triple-thick shakes.
Or, any of their favorite McDonald's
food.
Just buy a batch of our 50C gift
certificates at your local McDonald's.
Better yet, buy them by the book ...
ten certificates for $5.00. Mail ]em
with your Christmas cards, use 'em
for stocking stuffers. Give 'em to the
newsboy and baby sitter. Buy 'em
for your youngsters to give to their
teachers. They're good at all participating McDonald's for everything on.
the menu. And they're a delicious
way to say "Merry Christmas."

the9to5
widows.

Mr
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Eastern By-Pass
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The average Navy Pilot isn't.
No man who has mastered the flying
skills it takes to fly and land on a ship
at sea can be called an average pilot. And
the sense of accomplishment and satisfaction that he enjoys are also above
average. Which is only right. For the man
who would go places as a Naval Aviator
must pass through the most challenging
and demanding training program to be
found anywhere.
From Aviation Officer Candidate
School through Flight Training to the day
his golden Navy Wings are awarded, he
is tested; driven; pushed and tested
again. And for good reason. The Navy
has learned that without the will to
succeed, no man can be successful.
Which brings us to you. Do you have
what it takes to fly Navy? Send in this
coupon and find out. Or talk with your
local Navy recruiter. Or, call him at

623-4210. Even if you've never flown
before, if you've got the desire, you're
halfway there.
OFFICER PROGRAMS OFFICER
NAVY RECRUITING DISTRICT, LOUISVILLE
FEDERAL BUILDING
600 FEDERAL PLACE
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 40202
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i Be a success in The New Navy.
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AND A HAPPY FINALS WEEK

FRIED CHICKEN

TO ALL

Let us be your lunch box

with coupon

83'

FROM

DAIRY QUEEN

HU

KENTUCKY

MERRY CHRISTMAS

BIG BRAZIER
FRIES
COKE
Reg. 94<

$2 for students, and they will be
sold first to EKU students and

This Christmas
give a hamburger
to someone you love.

RICHMOND
DRIVE-IN THEATRE

—»i

through preliminary competition, and auditions are being
held tonight beginning at 4:30
p.m.
in the Kennamer
Room of the Powell Building
Judges for the preliminaries
are Dr. Richard Benson, of
Eastern's speech department,
Carl Dahler. director of the
concert band, and Mrs. Edgar

for under a dollar

ANDY

EASTERN BY-PASS

Snack Box

S. Coke

■ring thU prlce»
box with you

11:00 till 3:00.

Re mem
_:
Andy's sleigh delivers daily
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Monday thru Friday
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Eastern Loves
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Mulcahy, Colonels win
season s opener

V

It came down to the last few seconds of the game and
Eastern was leading, a slim lead, you have to admit, but
they were leading. The last seconds were ticking away
when all of a sudden, plunk—another basket and two more
points for Indiana State. And then the buzzer went off.
Eastern had won its opening game last Saturday night, 8682. The first victory of the season was important in more
ways than one, for it was also new basketball Coach Bob
Mulcahy's first victory at his alma mater.
The many moods of Mulcahy are featured here during
last Saturday's game.
Mulcahy's disgust is plainly
evident as he is slapped with a technical foul. On the bench
and with his players, he gives advice and bolds up his
fingers to singnal plays to the tema members. Eastern
played Maryland last night and at press time, Eastern had
lost the second game the team played

Photos by
Larry Bailey
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